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ABSTRACT
Castings have been used for thousands of years and are an important part of the
manufacturing industry today. Among the various casting alloys, steel castings are able to
maintain their market share because they are inexpensive, readily cast to near-net-shape,
are easy to weld and have good mechanical properties. Sand casting is the dominant and
most economical method for casting steel. Complex, dimensionally accurate steel
castings depend on using proper shrinkage (pattern) allowances during the production of
the initial pattern. The correction factor applied to a pattern's dimensions in order for it to
produce acceptable castings is called the "Pattern Allowance." One area in which the
steel casting industry can reduce costs and increase its market share is by preventing the
formation and repair of dimensionally non-conforming castings. It is not uncommon for
steel foundries to take several pattern adjustment and casting trial cycles between when a
customer places an order and when the first acceptable casting is ready. A key way to
ensure that the dimensional conformance of castings without pattern dimensional rework
is to better predict initial pattern allowances. This in turn would significantly reduce the
lead-time to produce dimensionally acceptable castings.
This research investigates the nature and causes of dimensional errors in steel
castings produced in green sand, no-bake and shell molds. The significant process and
design variables that affect dimensional variability are identified. Also errors introduced
into casting dimensions due to incorrect pattern allowances (shrinkage allowances) are
quantified. The major process and geometry variables that affect steel casting shrinkage
allowances are identified. The influences of casting geometry and mold restraint and their
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interaction on the shrinkage behavior of feature dimensions are quantified, and predictive
models for improved pattern allowances have been developed.
Higher pattern allowance variation is observed in features of a casting made in
green sand, followed by no-bake and shell, respectively, for similar size features. Pattern
allowances measured in this study ranged from -8.0 % to 13.0 %. Features crossing the
mold parting line show similar within-feature pattern allowance variations but have much
lower nominal pattern allowance values that are usually negative. The amount of
variation due to geometry increases as the slenderness ratio of a feature increases.
There is a significant effect of heat treatment on the casting dimensions and the
effective pattern allowance values. There is an average increase [0.61%] in the pattern
allowance indicating that most features shrink further after heat treatment. Pattern
allowances can vary somewhat from foundry-to-foundry for same casting; however, the
geometry dependent trends in pattern allowance were consistant from foundry to foundry.
Pattern allowance values are found to be dependent on molding method, restraint
type, degree of restraint, feature slenderness, feature modulus and parting line location
and a multiple linear regression model incorporating these factors is developed. The
geometry dependant pattern allowance [GDPA] model showed 36% improvement in
pattern allowance error when compared to the standard pattern allowance value of 2.08%.
About 85% of the features of a validation casting showed improvement in predicting
pattern allowance estimates using the GDPA model. Even though this research focused
primarily on steel castings, the methodology used in this research can be easily applied to
different materials that undergo shrinkage upon solidification.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Nature of the Problem
The first step in producing dimensionally conforming castings is the production of
pattern using the proper pattern dimensional allowances [shrink rules]. Because castings
are dimensionally complex, it is common for the initial first article castings produced to
be out of tolerance, requiring re-work of pattern dimensions. Thus, the dimensions on
patterns are very frequently re-engineered after one or more unsuccessful casting trials
before a dimensionally acceptable casting is produced. This iterative dimensionally reengineering process is common in all casting processes. This problem is exasperated due
to the lack of an adequate dimensional feedback loop that would allow continuous
improvement in the selection of pattern dimensional allowances.
Current methods of choosing proper pattern allowances consider only the alloy
used and the specific casting process chosen. These methods rely heavily on the
patternmaker’s judgment based on historical pattern adjustments, thus making the casting
process an art rather than a science. This research shows that the use of feature geometry
dependent pattern allowances, specifically for steel castings, can significantly improve
first article casting dimensional conformance.
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1.2 Motivation
Metal casters have strong motivation to eliminate the iterative nature of achieving
dimensional conformance in castings. In many cases this dimensional non-conformance
is hidden by casting machining finish allowances. Many critical casting features are
designed to be oversized with extra stock, which is subsequently removed by machining.
However, today’s casting customers are requiring more dimensionally accurate parts for
two primary reasons: (1) so that they can readily utilize automated fixturing and
machining technologies and (2) to reduce the total amount of machining. With smaller
machining finish allowances, more castings will be produced that do not meet
dimensional tolerances and will be scrapped. In addition to lowering costs, casting
customers want shorter lead-time between part design and final production casting. In
particular, long lead-times are a critical concern for many short-production run steel
castings made in sand molds. Tightening of dimensional conformance requires more
pattern adjustment iterations before dimensional requirements are satisfied. It has been
shown that the lead-time to develop a pattern to produce dimensionally sound castings
can be as short as 1 week and as long as 18 months, depending upon the part size and
geometry [1].
Another motivation for the casting industry to improve their dimensional
engineering practices is provided by market competition. In spite of the increase in
number of U.S. foundries closing over the last couple of decades, U.S. casting tonnage
has remained relatively constant. U.S. castings production was forecasted to increase
5.1% to 14,262,000 tons in 2004, and increase at a long-term rate of 1.2% from 2003 to
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15,307,000 tons in 2013, see Figure 1-1[2]. Despite only a slight growth in light vehicle
production in 2005, metal casting shipments rose 4.2% over 2004 to 14,142,000 tons. The
rebound is expected to continue in each of the next three years and show an overall
growth of 7.9% to 14,648,000 tons from 2004 to 2008 [3]. Subsequent to the forecasted
growth in 2004, expansion of the consumption of metal castings in the U.S. is predicted
to rise slowly each year to a peak of 16 million tons in 2009, a slight growth of 0.5% per
year over 1999 [2]. Metal casting sales, which are estimated at $32.93 billion in 2005, are
forecast to increase to $37.67 billion by 2008 and rise to $42.6 billion in 2015 [3].

Figure 1-1: Total U.S. casting sales are expected to rise 14% by 2008 [3]

1.3 Pattern Allowances [Tooling Allowance]
A pattern is a replica of the casting part that is made slightly larger than the actual
size of the final cast part because of critical dimensional allowances. These allowances
include:
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•

Draft (or taper)

•

Machining finish allowance (machining allowance)

•

Pattern allowance (shrinkage allowance)

Draft is the taper provided on surfaces parallel to the direction of withdrawal of the
pattern from the mold to prevent damage to the mold surfaces during pattern extraction.
A machining finish allowance is added to all surfaces requiring subsequent machining.
The major portion of the pattern allowance is due to metal shrinkage. As a casting cool
from the solidification temperature to room temperature, it undergoes dimensional
changes. Much of this change is caused by the thermal contraction of the solid metal.
This shrinkage leads to castings that are typically undersized compared to the pattern /
mold. To avoid this error, casting shrinkage must be pre-calculated and added as a pattern
shrinkage allowance when designing a pattern (this pattern allowance also accounts for
other dimensional changes that can be expected during casting production including mold
wall expansion effects). A detailed review of the factors affecting the pattern allowance
as discussed in the literature is presented in the following chapters.

1.4 Pattern Prediction Tools
The lack of methodologies to adequately predict pattern allowance for complex
castings affects the near-net-shape capability of the metal casting process. A correctly
sized casting is typically only reached after multiple changes to non-conforming pattern
dimensions based on initial (first article) castings that are produced. This dimensional
“reverse engineering” process significantly increases the lead-time required to get
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correctly dimensioned patterns. In many cases, initial patterns are often produced with
extra pattern material to ensure adequate material in the likely event of subsequent
pattern adjustments.
CAD approaches for casting and pattern production must also account for pattern
allowance dimensional changes. CAD models can be scaled uniformly to the required
pattern dimensions. Solidification simulation tools are available to assist in the design of
necessary casting gates and risers. Also tooling paths can be obtained from the CAD
model to produce patterns using CNC machines. However, no existing CAD/CAE
packages have initial geometry dependent pattern prediction tools that permit nonuniform scaling of pattern feature dimensions to account for geometry depending casting
shrinkage. This missing link must be overcome to make CAD/CAM/CAE approaches to
metal casting production seamless. Therefore, full advantage of CAD/CAM/CAE cannot
be utilized from pattern design, through pattern development, to final inspection of
castings until better pattern prediction tools are available [1, 4].
In summary, due to the lack of pattern allowance prediction techniques for steel
castings, the foundry industry faces following disadvantages [1, 4-7]:
1. Loss of market share and missed opportunities to enter new casting markets.
2. Long lead-times and expensive pattern modification cycles for every pattern build
for a new part.
3. Near-net-shape capabilities of casting technology cannot be fully exploited,
resulting in wasteful post-casting machining.
4. Computer integrated technologies cannot be utilized and implemented to the
fullest to develop and maintain accurate pattern allowance estimates.
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5. Dimensional non-conformance resulting from inadequate knowledge of geometry
dependent pattern allowances leads to a perception of poor dimensional capability
of casting processes.
Better tools for predicting pattern allowance are critical for increasing customer
acceptance of castings and broadening the market share for castings.

1.5 Thesis Statement
This research develops:
1. Improved geometry dependent pattern allowances [GDPA] guidelines for
steel castings that incorporate the amount of feature restraint, the mold
parting line, the mold type, and the effect of heat treatment.
2. Quantification of the influence of pattern allowance non-centering
An analysis of casting solidification also suggests that the pattern allowance for a given
feature of a casting can be strongly influenced by neighboring geometry features.
Similarly variations in the shrinkage behavior within a given casting feature can also be
expected. Feature “section-modulus” which depends on solidification time/order can
possibly be used to better predict the influence of neighboring geometry on the pattern
allowance.
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1.6 Overview
In this study a pattern allowance model has been developed, validated and
incorporated into a pre-existing dimensional engineering software tool to provide better
geometry dependent pattern allowance estimate for steel castings. This was facilitated by
a comprehensive dimensional assessment of production steel castings and patterns for
steel castings made in green sand and no-bake molds. The statistical analysis models
developed have been developed specifically for steel castings but can be employed and
analyzed for any other casting alloys and casting processes that undergo similar
dimensional changes. This thesis demonstrates the casting dimensional conformance
improvements that are possible using these improved geometry dependent pattern
allowances including the first ever reporting of pattern allowances for casting features
crossing the mold parting line.
Chapter 2 gives a comprehensive literature review of the various factors affecting
pattern allowance. Chapter 3 explains casting dimensional non-conformance and the
various factors influencing the same. Chapter 4 describes the data collection
methodology, casting metrology, restraint and pattern allowance modeling strategies.
Chapter 5 throws light on the observed trends and variations in pattern allowance values.
The results of the study have been discussed in Chapter 6. Conclusions and future
directions are presented in Chapter 7.

Chapter 2
Pattern Allowance

2.1 Metal Shrinkage: Need for Pattern Allowance
Liquid metals experience three stages of shrinkage as they solidify and cool to
room temperature: liquid-liquid, liquid-solid and solid-solid shrinkage. All metals
contract before solidification (liquid-liquid shrinkage), most shrink during the
solidification processes (liquid-solid shrinkage), and most shrink after while cooling to
ambient temperature (solid-solid shrinkage). It can be expected that the contraction taking
place during liquid cooling and during the early stages of solidification have little effect
on the final casting dimensions because during these stages of cooling the metal will fully
conform to the geometry of the mold. It is primarily because of solid-solid shrinkage that
pattern allowances must be used to ensure that the mold cavity is made slightly larger
than the final part.
The metal solid-solid shrinkage, a significant component of the overall pattern
allowance, can be experimentally measured. This shrinkage can be approximated by the
product of the linear coefficient of a metal’s thermal expansion and the difference
between the solidification temperature and room temperature [8] (see Table 2-1). Phase
changes after solidification in some metals also influence dimensional changes during
cooling. For example, solid iron converts from a higher density FCC [face centered
cubic] structure to a lower density BCC [body centered cubic] structure at 727° C; so,
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iron does not contract as much as would be expected based on its coefficient of thermal
expansion. Solidification is typically associated with a volume change of up to 7% as the
randomly packed liquid atoms pack into a regular, denser solid structure. Figure 2-1
shows the volume of a casting as a function of temperature resulting from thermal
contraction and solidification for a metal that does not undergo a solid phase change.
Table 2-1: Comparison between steel shrinkage based on the coefficient of thermal
expansion and experiment [8]

For low carbon steels the liquid, solidification and solid volumetric contractions
have been quoted as 1.8% volumetric, 3.0% volumetric and 7.2% volumetric,
respectively [9, 10]. Steel castings are typically poured in the 1560 - 1620° C (2850 2950 °F) temperature range.

For a 0.2% carbon, low alloy steel, solidification

commences approximately at 1516 °C (2760 °F). Solidification is complete when the
alloy cools below the 1495 °C (2723 °F) peritectic temperature and transforms to
austenite. As the steel cools to room temperature, it in general contracts through the 1200
- 0 °C (2200 - 32 °F) temperature range. However, steel expands as it undergoes the
austenite to ferrite phase transformation, which is completed at or below the 727 °C
(1341 °F) eutectoid temperatures. This expansion is caused by the steel crystal structure
changing from FCC to the less dense BCC crystal structure. The overall dimensional
change upon cooling from 1500 to 0 °C (2192 °F to 32 °F) along with the FCC to BCC
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phase transformation is a 7.2% volumetric contraction which corresponds to a linear
contraction of 2.4%.

Figure 2-1: Typical volume changes occurring during casting [11]
In production castings, risers are designed to supply liquid metal into the casting
to compensate for the contraction of the liquid and solidification shrinkage. With a
properly designed gating and risering system, liquid and solidification contractions are
therefore not expected to significantly affect the resulting final dimensions of the casting.
These contraction mechanisms are, however, the principle cause of internal porosity in
castings. Internal stress from trapped liquid pockets contracting in the casting may,
however, locally deform the surface of hot, weak casting [11], resulting in localized
dimensional changes. This is more common for aluminum alloys than for steels. With
proper liquid metal feeding during solidification, solid contraction and solid state phase
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changes will determine the final size of the casting. Both of these phenomenon’s are
lumped into the 7.2% volumetric contraction expected for steel. The relationship between
volumetric and linear contraction may be expressed as (Eq. 2.1):
∆L / L = 1 − (1 − ∆V / V )

1/ 3

2.1

where, L= Length
V= Volume
which may be approximated as Eq. 2.2, if ∆L is small:
∆V / V = 3∆L / L

2.2

However, considering the overall 7.2% volume contraction of low carbon steel, the
percent difference between these two estimates would be 0.06%, a significant difference
when considering tooling tolerances. Theoretically, the shrinkage of a casting at room
temperature could be calculated from the initial mold length (L1), the initial temperature
(T1), the thermal expansion coefficient (α), and the volume change resulting from any
solid-state phase transformation. The solution is unfortunately not so simple, because
other dimension changes contribute to the overall pattern allowance used by steel
foundries. This is made clear by the fact that the traditional pattern allowance of 2.08%
(1/4 inch per foot) used by steel foundries is less than the 2.4% linear contraction
expected for a steel bar that cools from the solidification temperature to room
temperature. The uses of traditional linear shrink rule concepts to estimate a casting
volumetric change may be a significant limitation of the traditional approach to pattern
allowance assignment [12].
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2.2 Definition of Pattern Allowance
Because cast alloys contract, when they cool from the liquid to room temperature,
the pattern must be oversized compared to the desired final casting dimensions. To
compensate for this shrinkage, the amount that the pattern is oversized has been called
the “tooling allowance”, “shrinkage allowance” or “pattern allowance.” This pattern
allowance (Eq. 2.3) is typically expressed as the percentage that a casting feature is
expected to shrink (linearly) and is defined to be positive:

Pattern Allowance(%) =

Pattern Feature Size − Casting Feature Size
x100%
Casting Feature Size

2.3

Patternmakers often use a single pattern allowance value for all features on a given
casting. For carbon and low alloy steels the most common pattern allowance used is “¼
inch per foot” (2.08%); however, it is generally understood that non-standard pattern
allowances should be used for some casting features. There is no general agreement
among steel foundries on the use of non-standard pattern allowances. Different foundries
reported using different pattern allowances to make the same casting [6, 12]. From
surveys done at steel foundries by Peters [1], pattern allowances for steel castings ranged
from 0.8% to 2.6% for common casting features. Similar surveys were done by Okhuysen
[7] and Karve [5] for investment casting and die casting respectively. It was observed that
a large percentage of foundries use the same pattern allowance for all castings, regardless
of the casting size and feature geometry. Other foundries used different pattern
allowances for different casting feature types. However the use of non-standard pattern
allowances was not consistent from foundry to foundry.
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It is difficult to predict the appropriate pattern allowance accurately for features
on complex steel castings because of the range of shrinkage that a certain casting feature
may experiences. Some features in steel castings may actually expand, while others may
shrink by over 4% [1]. However, the consequence of expressing pattern allowances as a
percentage of casting feature length must be recognized. Change in the pattern allowance
value from 2.0% to 2.1% corresponds to a change of 0.1% in the pattern allowance value.
To put this pattern allowance variation in perspective, casting dimensional tolerance of
0.040 inches (1 mm) on a medium-sized casting of 1 foot (30 cm) requires knowing how
each feature will shrink to within ±0.10%.

2.3 Factors Affecting Pattern Allowance

In general there are two broad categories of factors affecting pattern allowances:
(1) processing factors and (2) geometric factors. Figure 2-2 summarizes these processing
or geometry factors. There is a general agreement on the influence of process-based
factors on pattern allowances but no consistent application of geometry-based pattern
allowances [1]. Although there are general guidelines that can be used to adjust pattern
allowances for process-based factors, little or no comprehensive study of the casting
geometry influences on pattern allowances has been reported.
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Figure 2-2: A simple chart showing important factors influencing pattern allowance

2.3.1 Processing Factors

The casting process includes many steps, as shown in the previous chapter, in
which dimensional changes influencing casting dimensions are expected to occur. A good
understanding, of how and how much each casting process steps can lead to dimensional
variations can assist in the selection of the most appropriate pattern allowance.
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2.3.1.1 Alloy selection

It is well established that the pattern allowances chosen by a foundry depend on
the alloy selected. Different alloys have different thermal properties (expansion
coefficients and melting temperatures) and therefore necessitate the use of different
pattern allowances. The liquidus and solidus temperatures of the casting alloy determine
when solidification starts and finishes. The heat of fusion and heat capacity determine
how much heat is released into the sand.
The hot strength of the metal and mold determines how soon after solidification
the metal becomes stronger than the mold and produces shrinkage strains that contribute
to dimensional changes influencing pattern allowances. Pattern allowance values, differ
significantly from alloy family to alloy family but are in general similar for different
alloy compositions within an alloy family. For example, one can reasonably use the same
pattern allowance for WCB and 8630 cast steels in the “carbon & low alloy” family of
steels [10, 13]. However, other investigators have suggested that composition can
influence pattern allowances [7].
Briggs [14] indicates that increasing the carbon content of steel increased the
amount of contraction that the steel was able to undergo while under a restraint. Table 2-2
provides the overall shrinkage value for a variety of different carbon and stainless steel
alloys, in the temperature range of 0-1200°C. The range in the shrinkage values shown is
±0.15 %. Additional shrinkage will occur from 1200°C to the solidification temperature
of 1515°C (2759°F), also contributing to the overall pattern allowance.
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Table 2-2: Shrinkage of various steel alloys for the 0 - 1200 °C (32 - 2192 °F)
temperature range [7]

2.3.1.2 Pattern – construction, use and maintenance

The construction of the pattern and the pattern material chosen can also affect
final casting dimension errors. Machining or assembly errors caused by improper core
fits will impact a casting’s dimension. Wood patterns contract and expand depending
upon the humidity in the air, thus affecting the dimensions of wood patterns. These
dimensional changes can be expected to be significant for poorly maintained patterns.
Atmospheric humidity ranging from 10% to 70% will result in the moisture content in
common wood pattern materials to increase from 2% to 14%. The increased moisture
content can potentially result in a corresponding 4% dimensional change in a wood
pattern, see Figure 2-3 [15]. Once again, by properly orienting and joining the wood, the
effects of this expansion can be minimized. Furthermore, impermeable pattern coatings
will protect the wood from moisture content swings at ambient environment. The wood
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will protect the wood from moisture content swings at ambient environment. The wood
pattern expansion due to temperature changes from 0 to 40°C (32 to 104 °F) is 0.08%.
For aluminum and cast iron pattern dimensional changes from 0 to 40°C are 0.05%.
Similarly, the thermal expansion of dry wood can be as high as 0.01% parallel to the
grain and 0.16% across the grain [16].

Figure 2-3: Effect of moisture content of wood and atmospheric humidity on the
expansion and shrinkage of three wooden patterns [1]
Pattern wear will have a direct effect on the pattern and therefore casting
dimensions. Wear is likely to be heavily localized; corners and top surfaces will likely
see the largest pattern material losses. Figure 2-4 summarizes data on pattern wear for
various pattern materials. Pattern wear will either increase or decrease the pattern
allowance depending on the type of feature. The effects of pattern allowance can be well
controlled and quantified. Also stable pattern making materials and highly accurate
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manufacturing methods to build them can reduce the effect pattern material factors have
on pattern allowance variation.

Figure 2-4: Average weight losses (percent) of pattern materials tested for 12 hours in
silica sand [1]

2.3.1.3 Mold and core production

The production of sand molds and cores provide many sources of random casting
dimensional errors. However, any molding factors that result in a consistent dimensional
change will cause a nominal shift in casting dimensions that needs to be compensated for
in the construction of the pattern tooling. Examples include removal of the core from the
core box or the drawing of the pattern from the pattern - both have the potential to cause a
nominal dimensional value to shift. When rapping or vibrating a pattern or core box, the
sand may deform. For both internal and external casting features, this deformation of the
mold will always result in an increase in the casting feature size. These effects can be
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minimized by using sufficient draft and mold release to reduce the need to deform of
molds or cores during stripping.
Other pattern allowance issues are molding process specific. The patterns and
core boxes for the shell molding process are heated to approximately 260 °C (500 °F)
during use. The heating of the pattern will obviously cause the cast iron tooling to
expand. A refractory coating is often applied to molds and cores, especially for large steel
castings. This creates cores that are larger and mold cavities that are smaller than the
tooling from which they are made. Coatings are particularly used when producing steel
castings greater than 90 kg (200 pounds) because of the increased heat input of the larger
castings requires greater mold refractoriness. The thickness of the coating is dependent
on the coating type and application method. Common application methods are spraying,
brushing, and dipping, which provides coating that may be as thick as 0.030 in thick.
After the mold halves and cores are produced, they are assembled to form a
completed mold. Multiple core pieces are sometimes joined to create more complicated
internal features. Cores are made with protrusions (core prints) that match up with
pockets in the mold to firmly anchor cores. The core prints are used to position and hold
the core within the mold. After the cores are placed within the mold, the mold halves are
assembled. Each of these mold and core assembly steps affects the resultant size of the
casting features. Also when the mold is filled with the molten metal, the buoyancy of the
liquid metal may cause the cores or even the mold halves to float and distort further
affecting the final casting dimensions. Thus this factor can also increase or decrease the
pattern allowance based on various production process specifications.
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2.3.1.4 Molding material

The molding sand type [8] and its preparation affect the dimensions of a casting
and therefore require the use of sand-specific pattern allowances. Different types of sand
and binder have different thermal properties. The sand’s coefficient of thermal expansion
directly affects mold wall movement. Crystal structure changes can also affect how much
the molding sand expands from heating. Because mold heating is non-steady state heat
capacity, density and thermal conductivity, which affect the sand’s thermal diffusivity,
also influence mold expansion. During solidification, there is substantial movement of
the molten metal from the riser to the casting to compensate for shrinkage associated with
the solidification of the metal. This movement of molten metal can affect how much heat
is released into a given volume of sand.
While the metal solidifies and while the solid is very hot, the casting is very weak
and is suspect to mold wall movement. As the casting wall thickness increases and
temperature decreases, the casting gains strength. Outside of instances in which the sand
has nowhere to move, the casting shrinkage will eventually dominate movement [17].
Mold compressive strength affects how much resistance is offered to the metal during
solidification and cooling. The size distribution of sand is also important, since smaller
sand grains have a larger surface area per unit volume and may use more binder, thus
having a greater strength. Ward, Henschel and others [18, 19] found that mold wall
dilation was dependent upon the binder content.
The primary factors affecting mold dynamics are heat and pressure. Heat from
the metal will cause expansion of the sand grains in the mold. This will increase (or
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decrease) the size of mold cavities causing deviation from the original pattern size in the
mold. In an unconstrained dimension, this expansion will work in the same direction as
the shrinkage of the metal, and for a fully constrained dimension, the mold expansion
works in the opposite direction as the shrinkage of the metal as shown in Figure 2-5.

Figure 2-5: Figure showing how mold expansion works in the same direction as that of
metal shrink for unrestrained and opposite direction for fully restrained dimension [20]
The initial sand condition can also have an effect on the amount of expansion
and/or transformation that occurs. Sand is commonly re-used many times in a foundry.
When silica sand is re-used, cristobalite present from prior thermal cycling will lower the
amount of cristobalite formation during subsequent thermal cycles. This phase-change
mold displacement was measured by Bates [21] using a probe implanted into the mold.
Expansion of the mold occurred due to the thermal expansion of the refractory materials.
For sodium silicate bonded molds, the mold wall expansion during casting was limited by
the high strength of the bond and the lack of a weak high moisture layer. Because of the
rigidly bonded sand, the expansion caused an inward displacement in the sodium silicate
molds. This displacement occurred before a sufficient skin of solidified steel was formed.
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The inward mold wall displacement due to thermal expansion was on the order of 0.89
mm (0.035 inches) for the sodium silicate bonded silica molds.
The sand mold can experience changes before and during solidification. If the
sand changes temperature between when the mold was made and when the metal is
poured, then the cavity will experience slight dimensional changes. If a coating is
applied to the mold, then the effective dimensions of the mold will also change. During
solidification in a green sand mold, water near the metal interface evaporates, and is
driven to the colder portions of the mold. In the cooler portions of the mold this water
vapor will condense. The condensed water creates high moisture, low strength zone,
often referred to as the mud zone. This low strength zone can potentially result in an
outward expansion of the casting walls [21].
Ward [18] separated mold displacements that occur during casting into permanent
linear changes and mold dilation changes. The permanent linear change of the mold was
defined as the irreversible dimensional changes of the mold when heated and then cooled.
This was determined by measuring the expansion of samples of the sand / binder system
after heating for 2 hours at 1550 °C (2822 °F), see Table 2-3. Molds were made from
several different binder systems and then hardened by the method appropriate for each
binder system. The molds were measured, metal poured into them, and the castings were
measured at the same locations. The mold displacement was calculated directly from the
difference of the molds and castings. Ward concluded that the binder systems that
exhibited the greater permanent linear change (presumably sand expansion) had the
smallest mold displacement caused by the metal [18]. His research implies that the
displacements caused by the metal act opposite the displacements caused by the sand
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expansion. The sand used for making the molds and various process characteristics
associated with the sand are the most important factors that influences pattern allowances
and must be considered when selecting pattern allowance.
Table 2-3: Permanent linear mold dimensional changes for several sand/binder systems
[22]

2.3.1.5 Heat treatment and oxide scales

The heat treatment of carbon and low alloy steels can include phase
transformations in the metal. A casting that solidifies and cools down slowly to a pearlite
structure will increase in size upon subsequent quench and temper heat treatments as
martensite forms. For example, 8740 alloy steel casting that is heat treated from as cast
pearlite to martensite has been reported to increase in volume by 0.67% [23]. Table 2-4
shows typical volume changes as a result of microstructural changes in low alloy steels.
Final tempering (commonly done to martensite) will also cause slight dimensional
contractions that are not shown in this table [24].
It should be noted that alloys that do not experience a phase change upon heat
treatment, such as stainless steels, will not have a corresponding dimensional change. For
example, AISI 316 stainless steel is commonly solutionized to remove all carbides and
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homogenize the casting. It begins with an austenite structure and ends as austenite. No
significant dimensional changes are expected during heat treatment. However all castings
may distort during heat treatment and quenching even if many metallurgical changes take
place [24].
Table 2-4: Expected Heat Treatment Expansion for Low Alloy Steels [23]

An oxide skin forms on the surface of steel castings during solidification, cooling
and subsequent heat treatment. This oxide is removed from the surface of the casting by
shot blasting. This oxide ‘consumes’ some of the steel on the surface of the casting and
thus affects the effective pattern allowance in a manner that is dependent on feature size
and type. Vaupel [25] has quantified some of these material losses for carbon steel. After
normalizing, he reported an average oxide scale thickness value of 0.379 mm (0.015in)
and 0.256 mm (0.01in) average for quench and tempered castings.
Figure 2-6 shows the effect of surface oxide film removal on effective tooling
allowances for steel castings as a function of feature length assuming different surface
oxide film thicknesses. For small casting features, oxide removal can have a significant
effect on required pattern allowance. For unrestrained dimension, the scale that is
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removed from the casting surface decreases the feature size effectively increasing the
effective pattern allowance. Oxide scale removal, from fully restrained features,
decreases the effective pattern allowance.

Figure 2-6: Influence of surface oxide film removal on effective tooling allowances of
unrestrained features for steel castings as a function of feature size [25]

2.3.1.6 Other processing factors

There are other processing factors that affect the pattern allowance for a given
casting feature. Examples of these types of variables are: damage while removing the
pattern from the mold, surface damage during shakeout, dimensional changes when
machining or grinding off the gating system, and damage during shipping.
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The pouring height affects how fast a metal front is exposed to sand and can
affect the local temperature of the metal within the mold. Pouring height affects
metallostatic head pressure that influences mold swelling. If the metallostatic pressure is
high when small features solidify, then they will be larger than they would be if less
pressure were present [26]. Secondly, if the mold walls are in contact with the casting
during solidification, then frictional forces may form a significant barrier to casting
shrinkage. The assumption of a constant force is not applicable for metals solidifying in
the mold. The magnitude of the force will be a function of the expansion of the mold wall
and the contraction of the casting, and it will be confounded by any reaction between the
molten metal and the sand. Each part of a casting that is in contact with a mold wall will
produce a resistive frictional component. The total frictional force is roughly proportional
to the casting surface area [27]. The effect of this factor is difficult to quantify in terms
of its influence on the pattern.
However all of these processing factors can be expected to have little effect on
pattern allowance. Because of this it is difficult to consistently account for these factors
while predicting pattern dimension.

2.3.2 Geometric Factors

Geometric factors are perhaps the most important factors that influence pattern
allowance. They should have a consistent effect on pattern allowance, irrespective of the
foundry. Various simple studies have been reported in the literature to investigate the
effect of selected geometry factors on pattern allowance. The shrinkage of casting
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features from machine molded production steel castings was studied by Lucking and
Pacyna [28]. Three hundred features were measured from 47 different casting designs.
For each feature, 50 castings were measured to establish the median casting value.
Table 2-5 shows the shrinkage for various groupings of casting features.
Table 2-5: Effect of geometric variables on the pattern allowance of steel castings [28]
Effect of absolute dimension:

Effect of dimension type:

Effect of casting shape:

>200 mm
2.54%

100 - 200
1.84%

Outside
Dimension
2.36%

Inside
Dimensions
1.46%

Solid
Section
2.36%

Ring
Section
2.00%

< 100 mm
1.78%

Frame U-shaped
Section Section
1.90%
1.66%

No explanation was provided for the differences in shrinkage observed as a
function of feature length. The reduced shrinkage of the inside dimensions is explained
by Lucking and Pacyna as follows, “The general shrinkage toward the geometric center
of the casting is accompanied by a contraction of the casting to the mass center in the
corresponding section. For inside dimensions, this will be a positive dimensional change
which counteracts the shrinkage to the geometric center of the casting. Oxidation losses
will also increase the dimensions of internal features” [28].

2.3.2.1 Casting size

As part of the comprehensive 1977 study by the SFSA Carbon and Alloy
Research Committee [29] considerable effort was directed toward corresponding pattern
measurements in order to develop improved pattern allowance (shrink rule) guidelines
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that could be used by steel foundries based on feature length. Figure 2-7 summarizes the
results of the 1977 study as published in the 5th edition of the Steel Casting Handbook.
Notable is the wide variation in pattern allowance values observed for castings with
dimensions of less than 10 inches (250 mm). An analysis of the unpublished pattern
allowance data from this 1977 SFSA study indicates no useful relationships between the
"shrinkage behavior" observed and key casting process and feature geometry factors.
Wide variations in pattern allowance values were obtained for similar casting features.
Much of the uncertainty from this early study was likely due to the use of inadequate
measurement systems.

Figure 2-7: Pattern allowance variations as a function of feature length [29]

2.3.2.2 Casting shape

Lucking and Pacyna [28], who performed measurements on production steel,
green sand and shell sand castings, also described contraction factors based on the shape
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of the part. They described casting shapes as solids, rings, frames, and U-shapes. The
tooling allowance values they determined for these different shapes were presented
previously in Table 2-5, indicating a decrease in pattern allowance with an increase in the
amount of restraint. Another effect which can be expected to influence pattern allowance
is the occurrence of multi-directional sand expansion from different contoured shapes.
Gilson [30] performed an experiment to determine the amount and direction of sand
expansion and core distortion. He concluded that the more gradually curved the radius,
the higher the casting wall variation, thus resulting in higher pattern allowance variation.

2.3.2.3 Mold / Core restraint

Mold restraint can be expected to significantly affect tooling allowances. In fact it
may be the most significant geometric factor, yet one of the least understood [1].
Restraint is essentially the resistance that a mold portion places on the solidified casting
as the high expansion coefficient metal shrinks upon cooling. Restraint is typically
caused by internal cores in the casting as well as part portions of the exterior mold.
Lucking and Pacyna [28] established contraction rates for green sand molded steel
castings based on feature types with differing amounts of mold restraint as shown in
Table 2-6.
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Table 2-6: Influence of dimension type on pattern allowance for green sand molded steel
castings [28]

Briggs and Gezelius [11] determined that sand castings of restraint free round bar
steel casting (450 mm in length and diameters of 20, 30, 40, and 50 mm) had the same
"unrestrained" tooling allowance (2.18%) independent of diameter. They later proceeded
to put flanges on the bars to add mold restraint to casting contraction. The results are
shown in Table 2-7. These results indicated that as the level of restraint is increased, first
by the addition of the flanges and then by the use of a more restrictive mold (dry sand);
the final overall casting contraction is diminished. The pattern allowance for an
unrestrained steel bar casting was found to be 2.4% [9]. When knobs were added to the
end of the bar, partially restraining the contraction, overall casting contraction was 1.63%
[9]. When flanges were added, restraining the bar significantly, the contraction was even
less, 0.92%. This led to a recommended pattern allowance of 3/16 inch per foot (1.56%)
for restrained casting steel features. A casting feature that is ‘unrestrained’ is permitted to
shrink during solidification and cooling without interference from the mold. The
shrinkage value should approach the theoretical value for steel. Campbell [9], in his
classic text on castings, shows an illustration to this effect, see Figure 2-8.
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Table 2-7: Effect of restraint on the pattern allowance of carbon steel bars cast in sand
molds [11]

Figure 2-8: Effect of geometry on tooling allowance required for three different casting
shapes [9]
Campbell describes different contraction rates for three different casting shapes
obtained for aluminum castings and from these results and developed qualitative
contraction rules with respect to "casting envelope density" (see Figure 2-9). Casting
envelope density is the weight of the casting divided by the volume occupied by the
envelope of the casting. The envelope of the casting is the volume that would be occupied
if a tight fitting balloon were stretched around the casting.
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Figure 2-9: Illustration on the development of “envelope casting density” curves as
developed by Campbell [9]
These variations in pattern allowance based on geometry can be put into
perspective by considering a theoretical example. Imagine a cast pipe that is 20 cm in
diameter and 50 cm in length. If the wall thickness of the pipe were 5 cm when the pipe
was cooling down after pouring, it would attempt to contract but would be restrained by a
force from the central core of the casting. Because the casting wall thickness is 5 cm, the
casting can still overcome some of this core resistance and will contract significantly. If
this imaginary pipe were to be made solid without a core, there would be no core
resistance, and thus the pipe diameter would contract unrestrained. On the other hand, if
the center core were made larger, decreasing the wall thickness to a very small value,
then the core would fully resist the contraction of the casting, because the casting wall
thickness would be insufficient to overcome the core restraint and consequently would
not contract at all. Therefore, a solid bar can be expected to have the maximum pattern
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shrinkage allowance. For steel, this value approaches 2.4% [11]. On the other extreme,
as the pipe wall thickness approaches zero, the contraction rate approaches zero. These
two extreme points can be used to anchor the end points for pattern shrinkage allowance
versus restraint relationships.
Although concepts such as, casting envelope density for castings [9] can be
calculated, they are only useful for estimating pattern allowances only for simple casting
shapes. The envelope is a theoretical box encompassing the casting with a density equal
to the volume of the casting divided by the volume of the envelope. A casting with an
envelope density of one, such as a solid cube, will contract by the full amount (say 2.4%
for steel), while a thin walled box, with an envelope density near zero will be strongly
constrained from contraction and the allowance would tend towards 0%. Complex
castings will exhibit varying amounts of restraint at different locations of the casting,
preventing the effective use of simple concepts of casting envelope density for pattern
allowance prediction.
Constrained shrinkage occurs if the casting is unable to fully shrink because of
mechanical impediments [30] or a resistive force [1]. Constraints occur when sand
interferes with the free contraction of the casting. As the casting cools, it shrinks and
normally pulls away from the mold wall. However, if the casting is constrained by sand
(such as a core) then the casting shrinks in, towards the mold. The presence of
constrained sand can be determined for each feature of a complex casting.
Previous work on the effect of constraint has been summarized by Campbell [9].
Figure 2-10 shows that increasing the constraint on a steel casting decreases the
contraction. The effect of constraint is not linear over the temperature range shown.
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However, this is not discussed in any detail. From the diagram however, the constraint
also appears to increase the volume change associated with the austenite phase
transformation but not in direct relationship with the constraint.

Figure 2-10: Contraction of a 0.35wt %C steel cast into a green-sand mold showing the
effect of increasing constraint [11]
This may be the result of transformation plasticity, although it is more likely
experimental error. It also appears that the higher constraint increases the plasticity of the
casting at lower temperatures. This is unlikely, since at lower temperatures, the steel has
considerable strength in comparison to the sand, and it is unlikely that the mold provides
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any constraint at low temperatures. It seems that the diagram must be interpreted as only
a conceptual diagram.
A casting feature that is fully restrained is a “negative-space” feature in which the
mold can offer resistance to the shrinkage of the metal during cooling. A restrained
casting feature solidifies around a portion of the mold. This restraint that limits the
contraction of the metal during solidification can be expected to reduce the effective
pattern allowance value. Different casting feature types can have varying proportions of
restraint. They can collectively be referred to as ‘partially restrained dimensions’. In
Figure 2-11, dimension types A and E can be referred to as unrestrained (UR) features,
dimension types C, D, G & H can be referred to as partially restrained (PR) features, and
feature types B and F can be referred to as fully restrained (FR) features [1]. One needs to
note that very seldom partially restraint features are the critical dimensions and are used
to build the tooling by applying pattern allowance values. The unrestrained dimensions
(usually the pattern dimensions) and the fully restrained dimensions (usually the core box
dimensions) are used to build the necessary tooling.
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Figure 2-11: Schematic representation of different mold relationships [1]
Gulyaev [1] derived the stress in the casting wall constrained by a mold.

σc =

α (Tsolidus − Tcurrent )
⎛ 1
Areacasting 1 ⎞
⎜
⎟
+
⎜E
⎟
Area
E
Core
Core ⎠
⎝ casting

2.4

In Eq. 2.4 , σc is the stress in the casting wall, α is the average coefficient of expansion,
Tsolidus is the solidus temperature, Tcurrent is the temperature of the casting, Ecasting, and
ECore are the modulus of elasticity for the casting and core, respectively. Areacasting and
AreaCore are the cross-sectional areas of the casting walls and the core, respectively. This
equation shows the importance of the thermal shrinkage and the relationship between the
area of the casting and the area of the core.
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In the absence of mold constraint, or metallurgical differences, the resulting
contraction of any section of the casting is expected to be the same. However, transient
temperature gradients in castings may induce internal stresses that may result in localized
permanent deformation and irregular contraction. These gradients may be on the scale of
the casting section thickness or over the full length of the casting, with a magnitude
dependent on the alloy, the process and casting conditions.

2.3.2.4 Orientation – part design

The orientation of the mold cavity can be expected to affect pattern allowances
for those feature that are formed across the mold parting line. To date, no efforts have
been taken to study this effect and develop pattern allowance guidelines for features
across the mold parting line, in spite of the acceptance that this has a very strong
influence on the pattern allowance. It has been suggested that smaller pattern allowances
or in some cases even negative pattern allowance should be used for features crossing the
parting line [4].
The casting’s gating and runner system may provide some additional support or
restraint for casting features. Therefore not only casting geometry but also gating system
changes should be considered when predicting casting pattern allowances. Also foundries
sometimes use cast in “tie bars” to prevent distortion for fragile casting features prone to
distortion. These tie bars cause dimensional restraint and must be considered as part of
the casting geometry when considering appropriate pattern allowances.
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Solidification modeling can optimize the placement, type and size of gating and
runner systems in order to prevent solidification shrinkage, incomplete fill and other nonconformities in castings, but it currently cannot predict casting dimensional changes. The
amount of pressure exerted on a mold wall by the molten metal varies with height. The
amount of metallostatic pressure at any point in a fluid is equal to the density of the fluid
times the difference in height between that point and the top of the body of fluid.
Bertolino and Wallace [17] found that the volume of the casting is linearly dependent
upon the height of the riser, which increases metallostatic pressure. However, Peters [1]
suggested, based on Engler [22], that, “hydrostatic pressure from the liquid steel was not
an important variable affecting mold wall displacement for highly compacted molds.”

2.3.2.5 Dimensional distortion of complex castings

For complex castings, casting features that solidify early can be distorted by
features that solidify later. The solidification time of castings and the solidification order
within castings can be predicted using Chvorinov’s rule.

Campbell [9] referred to

Chvorinov’s 1940 paper in writing that a casting’s solidification time is proportional to
the square of the modulus of the casting, where the modulus is defined as the ratio of the
volume of metal solidifying to the surface area of the casting, as given in Eq. 2.5.
⎛ Volume ⎞
Solidification Time = C⎜
⎟
⎝ Surface Area ⎠

2

2.5

C is a constant for a given metal-mold material and mold temperature, given by Eq. 2.6:
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C=

π ⎛ ρ ' H ' f ⎞⎛⎜ 1 ⎞⎟
⎜
⎟
4 ⎜⎝ TM − TO ⎟⎠⎜⎝ kρC p ⎟⎠

2.6

where, Tm = melting point of the metal, To = temperature of the mold, k = thermal
conductivity of the mold, ρ’ = density of mold, Cp = specific heat of the mold, ρ =
density of the metal, H’f = effective heat of fusion given by Eq. 2.7:
H ' f = H f + C p ∆Ts

2.7

where ∆Ts = superheat , Cp = specific heat, and Hf = latent heat of the molten metal [31].
Eq. 2.5 is very useful in comparing the freezing times of castings with different shapes
and sizes. Attempts to use this relationship to describe the sequence of solidification are
given in the literature; however, most of this work is based on two dimensional
simplifications of three dimensional casting volumes. By extension, it is reasonable that
Chvorinov’s rule can be applied to individual features of a casting, in which case the
solidification order is determined by the local modulus. However Campbell [9] correctly
notes that convergent or divergent heat flow will cause errors when using the local
modulus to estimate local solidification time.
Thermal gradients created by solidification time gradients of neighboring casting
features or even within a casting feature can create dimensional distortion effects on the
dimensional outcome of the casting. There are several classic examples of geometries
that will develop severe distortion. A “D shaped” casting, see Figure 2-12 (a), is one
example [9]. One side of this casting is thinner and cools and contracts faster, plastically
deforming the thicker hotter side. When the hotter side subsequently cools, it contracts to
a dimension smaller than expected and applies a compressive force on the thinner side.
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This stress development may lead to hot tearing or bowing of the thin arm with some
internal residual stress. A second classical example, the 'frame' casting, similar to the one
in Figure 2-12 (b), was investigated [32]. The frame has three connected arms, and as the
central arm cool more slowly than the others, a process similar to the one described
previously occurs. Results indicate that residual stresses in the aluminum frame castings
can range from zero up to the room temperature yield stress depending on the cooling
conditions and constraint. The dimensional changes associated with these casting
distortions have not been quantified.

Figure 2-12: Two castings showing deformation resulting from thermal constraints rather
than mold constraint [9] (a) D-shape casting, (b) a frame casting

2.4 Appropriate Pattern Allowance – State of the Art

There have been numerous attempts to improve the prediction of pattern
allowances for casting features. These have had little success due to the simplicity of the
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models proposed and the complexity of real castings. Campbell [9] has introduced the
concept of a casting envelope density as discussed previously. Campbell suggests that
this method could be used for pattern allowance prediction. However there is no evidence
that this has been successfully used in practice. Attempts by Voigt, et al. [6, 20] to
correlate casting envelope density with pattern allowance were unsuccessful.
Table 2-8: Summary of variables that influence the pattern allowance in steel castings
that are independent of feature length [1]

Table 2-9: Summary of variables which influence the pattern allowance for steel castings
that are linearly dependent on feature length [1]
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Peter [1] in his work on pattern allowances in steel castings summarizes the potential
effect of the important casting factors on pattern allowance. The factors were divided
into three categories based on feature size. The percent contribution values were based on
empirical measurements of production casting data and data taken from the literature.
These are summarized in Table 2-8 - Table 2-11.
Table 2-10: The potential influence of the variables which affect the pattern allowance
factor, for feature lengths of 25 and 250 mm (1 and 10 in.) [1]
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Note that this comparison only includes the magnitude of influence; the direction of
influence is not considered. Typical values were assumed for some of the variables.
Table 2-11: Summary of variables which influence the pattern prediction factor those
vary non-linearly with feature length [1]

Okhuysen [7] performed a detailed study on determination of pattern allowances
in investment casting. He developed linear regression equations for determining pattern
allowance for every site where the data was collected. Not all sites had the same
significant factors. Some of the important factors were feature length, alloy type, restraint
and casting weight. A very low R2 value of 8.4% was obtained when all the data was
analyzed together. Similar work was performed by Karve [5] on die casting. He proposed
two models one for unrestrained and partially restrained features and the second one for
fully restrained features. Some of the factors that were significant in predicting die
allowance were restraint and maximum wall thickness for the first model and depth, mass
influence and maximum casting wall thickness for the second model respectively.
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Another suggestion is made by the AFS Patternmakers Manual [33], first printed
in 1960 and reprinted almost without change in 1986. A study is presented in their work
of the dimensional and shape changes of castings considered being two dimensional. The
shapes analyzed were based on the letters I, U, H, V, Y, L, O and C. These basic shapes
have also been used in the porosity analysis of junctions by Layman [33] with the
addition of X and T junctions. The contraction behavior of each of these simple shapes is
explained. For example, the ‘I’ shape [without flanges at the end] is free to contract,
while the U shape will be restricted by the mold. In his work, an interesting method to
relate shape to contraction is presented; the casting is said to have “shrinkage lines”, a
line between two points on the cross-section that is not broken by any section of the
mold.
According to McAfee [33], metal contraction is effective between any points
within the structural area of a casting. It is not effective between a point on the casting
and one removed from the casting structure by any distance. An apparent exception to
applying this rule is the O shape (ring) casting. However, on closer analysis, it can still be
seen to apply, and the contraction across a diameter is caused by linear contraction
around the circumference.

2.5 Summary

From the literature review and the review of current casting industry practices, it
is clear that it is still difficult to predict pattern allowances for complex shaped castings.
In spite of over 50 years of study, there exists no tool to predict pattern allowances for the
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castings accurately. The only tool (Pattern Allowance Advisor), proven better than the ¼”
inch rule is developed by the researchers at The Pennsylvania State University, which
provides different pattern allowance values based on alloy, molding process, and type of
restraint [20]. From the literature review, some of the most important factors identified
that affect the pattern allowance and should be included in a model to better predict
pattern dimensions are:
•

Alloy

•

Mold dynamics

•

Restraint

•

Geometry

•

Modulus - solidification order

•

Heat treatment

•

Mold parting line
It is seen that various researches have made attempts at developing better

guidelines to apply pattern allowance, but most of them have considered the effect of
only a single factor at a time (e.g. shape, sand expansion, feature length, restraint, etc.)
and on very simple casting geometry, whereas in realty these factors have complex
interactions that collectively have an effect on the pattern allowance. Most of the prior
research has taken directions towards developing a simple one-dimensional linear
equation, like Eq. 2.8
P = m*C
where,

2.8
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P = Pattern dimension
C = Casting dimension [feature length]
m = multiplying factor
No comprehensive model that includes the effect most of the important factors on pattern
allowance is developed to better predict pattern dimensions. Thus there is a need to
develop a model that might be of the form, Eq. 2.9.
Px = m*Cx + β1

in X direction

Py = n*Cy + β2

in Y direction

Pz = o*Cz + β3

in Z direction

2.9

where β (1, 2, 3) = linear or non-linear terms that include the effect of restraint,
solidification order, mold expansion, geometry considerations, etc., as all these important
factors collectively influence the final casting dimension. This might help us to better
utilize the present capabilities of CAD/CAM/CAE, as these equations could be built into
any drafting/modeling software that would enable designer to build accurate pattern
designs faster, and manufacture the pattern using CNC capabilities.
Some of the models suggested by the researcher[1, 4, 5, 7, 34, 35] are better than
the ¼ inch per foot rule, but inherently have some problems such as the pattern allowance
values do not add up when used in combination with each other depending upon the
restraint type, thus introducing inconsistency in the application.
Researches at The University of Iowa have done some preliminary work on
computational study of shrinkage and distortion in steel castings by thermal stress
modeling using MAGMAsoft [36]. The work concluded that pattern allowance trends
could be predicted reasonably if the casting shape was simple and accurate thermal
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expansion properties for the steel, mold, and core materials are used in the simulations.
However for complex casting most of the pattern allowance values were off by almost
50% from the observed values. The reliability of such pattern allowance prediction
models is strongly dependent on the use of good thermo-physical property data for
casting alloys and molding materials at or near the solidification temperature. These data
are largely non-existent. Also the model did not account for the effect of heat treatment
and parting line on pattern allowance [36]. According to Beckermann [36], currently no
models for prediction of pattern allowance using analytical casting simulations have been
developed. Complex casting geometries, air gaps between mold and casting, irreversible
expansion of sand, molding parting line and lack of material properties at high
temperatures are just some of the most difficult problems hindering analytical prediction
of the pattern allowance values using widely used heat transfer and residual stress /
distortion models [36].
Thus this thesis takes a step towards achieving the goal of being able to better
predict pattern dimensions and providing a better tool and understanding of the pattern
allowances in steel castings by considering geometry of the part, amount of restraint,
feature modulus and the other important process factors identified.
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Chapter 3
Dimensional Issues, Tolerance, Measurement System and Pattern Allowance

Literature review and analysis was performed to evaluate previous studies of the
dimensional capabilities of sand casting processes, the shrinkage behavior of castings,
dimensional tolerance standards, and similar dimensional studies carried out in other
casting processes. This review based on process and measurement system capabilities
provides insight into the current understanding of dimensional errors in steel casting and
also indicates directions and strategies to further understand dimensional nonconformance in casting. Analysis of pattern allowance variation based on process and
measurement system capabilities is presented in Chapter 6.

3.1 Casting Dimensional Non-Conformance – Casting Variability

Casting dimensional non-conformance is a result of errors due to dimensional
variability and incorrect tooling allowance specification. Dimensional conformance
errors of castings can be classified into four categories: (1) process-based errors, (2)
pattern-based errors, (3) measurement-based errors and (4) foundry-to foundry nonreproducibility.
Figure 3-1 shows the steps involved in producing a casting. Dimensional nonconformance in castings due to Steps 1-3 are usually termed as systematic errors and can
be rectified by tooling adjustments. Dimensional variations due to Steps 4-7 are termed as
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process variations or random errors, which can be reduced by improving casting process
capability. Voigt, et al. [37] have presented detailed fishbone diagrams of the various
factors that contribute to the dimensional variability in sand, investment and die castings.

Figure 3-1: Steps in typical sand casting process
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3.1.1 Process Based Dimensional Non-Conformance

No two castings will have the same exact dimensions. This random variation in
dimensions from casting to casting is the basis for establishing casting dimensional
tolerances guidelines. Random errors occur because of the cumulative effect of the
variability that exists at every production step involved in making a casting [38].
Attempts have been made to quantify the amount of dimensional variation that can be
expected for production steel castings [20, 29, 39] so as to create dimensional tolerance
standards that can be used by foundries and casting customers.

Figure 3-2: Representation of large and small manufacturing variances on the number of
non-conforming castings [5]
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Figure 3-2 shows the effect of large and small manufacturing variances on the
number of non-conforming castings. Figure 3-2 schematically compares casting feature
dimensions made from the same pattern dimension using two casting processes: process
B has a larger process variance than process A. Both dimensions are centered between
the allowable dimensional tolerance limits. If the specified casting dimensional tolerance
limits are tight, non-conforming castings will be produced even if proper pattern
allowances produce “centered “castings. Overly tight tolerances or poor process control
decrease the yield of dimensionally acceptable casting during production.
3.1.2 Tooling Based Dimensional Non-Conformance

A pattern’s dimensions determine the nominal dimensions of castings made from
that pattern (centering). Figure 3-3 shows how the choice of an improper pattern
allowance leads to increased dimensional non-conformance. Even if the variance of a
casting process is low, lack of centering from improper pattern allowances will still
produce non-conforming castings.
Another significant component of casting non conformance comes directly from
the sampling techniques used to asses casting dimensional conformance. Dimensional reengineering cycles cannot reduce these dimensional errors introduced by sampling. Potter
et al. [40, 41] has developed a statistical technique for determination of the minimum
number of castings that should to be sampled for new tooling validation based on the
process variability and customer tolerance.
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Figure 3-3: Effect of dimensional error on the number of non-conforming castings [5]

Table 3-1 presents statistically determined minimum sample sizes required for pattern
approval with 95% confidence, with respect to the process capability ratio [40, 41].
Table 3-1 suggests that at least 44 castings need to be inspected for casting dimensional
conformance evaluation when the process capability ratio is more than 0.6. In many
cases, casting order quantity, economics or lead time considerations, as well as the
dimensional complexity of the casting, may make it impossible from a foundry to inspect
the required minimum number of initial castings indicated in Table 3-1 to avoid
significant centering errors due to insufficient sampling, where the process capability
ratio is given by Eq. 3.1.
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Table 3-1: Tooling Validation for Dimensional Conformance with 95% confidence [40]

Process Capability Ratio =

Dimensional Capability (6σ )
Customer Tolerance (6σ )

3.1

In the case of short-production run castings, it may only be possible to inspect only one
casting, introducing uncertainty in the prediction of mean casting feature dimensions
[42]. In such cases, it was proposed that an additional compensating component of
dimensional error, be incorporated into the casting dimensional variability estimates. This
compensating factor is derived statistically and is expressed as a multiplier for the
observed casting dimensional variability [42]. Table 3-2 shows the multiplying factors for
observed variation tabulated by actual castings inspected and minimum desired sample
size.
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Table 3-2: Process variability multiplying factor in the event of sampling less than
minimum number of castings [42]

3.1.3 Measurement Based Dimensional Non-conformance

Casting dimensional inspection practices can also introduce measurement system
errors that can cloud the dimensional conformance picture. Pattern dimensional
adjustments are based on measurements, not on “true” dimensions, necessitating the use
of an adequate measurement system with acceptable small measurement errors.
There are two components of measurement error:

(1) the inability for one

operator to obtain the same measurement from multiple attempts (repeatability), and (2)
the inability for multiple operators to get the same average measurement
(reproducibility). The type of measuring device and operator skill determines to a large
degree how much measurement error will be present. There are many different types of
dimensional measurement systems used in practice to inspect castings [43] including
hand held instruments, layout machines, and co-ordinate measuring machines (CMM).
These different measurement systems vary not only in their capability to take the same
measurement repeatedly and reproducibly but they also vary in the number of surface
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points that are sampled per measurement, and in their sensitivity to the casting’s surface
roughness.
Measurement error increases the apparent dimensional variation measured for a
series of castings, and may lead to incorrect decisions about pattern and casting
dimensional conformance. The effect of measurement error can be seen in Figure 3-4.
Good measurement systems along with adequate inspection strategies are necessary to
prevent a foundry from rejecting good castings and from shipping non-conforming
castings.

Average Manufacturing
Dimension
Average Apparent
Dimension
Lower Tolerance
Level

Upper Tolerance
Level

Calibration
Error

Apparent NonConforming
Dimensions

Apparent NonConforming
Dimensions

Figure 3-4: Effect of calibration and measurement error on the apparent number of nonconforming castings
Traditionally, foundry measurement systems have been found to have poor
measurement capabilities [39]. A 1990-1992 study by Ross [44, 45] has shown that the
measurement error in foundries can be as large as the variability that exists between
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castings. The Automotive Industry Action Group (AIAG) reference manual on
measurement system analysis states that for a measurement system to be acceptable, the
measurement error (repeatability and reproducibility) should be no greater than 10% of
the part variability that is being measured [46]. Table 3-3 shows the acceptability
interpretation of gage R&R test.
Table 3-3: Acceptable criteria for Gage R& R test [46]
Percentage Gage R & R

Interpretation

10% or less

measurement system is acceptable

10% - 30%

may be acceptable based upon importance of
application, cost of gage, cost of repairs, etc.,
not acceptable, measurement system needs
improvement.

greater than 30%

The % gage R&R is given by Eq. 3.2
% Gage R & R =

Repeatability and Reproducibility
*100
Total Feature (Customer) Tolerance

3.2

The measurement of pattern features presents additional challenges. The total
tolerance allowed for a cast feature must include both the process and tooling
dimensional errors. Usually the random process variability consumes most of the
allowable casting tolerance. The pattern error can only consume a small portion of the
total allowed tolerance. The variability in the measurement system used to inspect the
pattern must therefore be less than 30% (max) of the remaining portion of the total
tolerance [1]. As an example, if the customer casting feature tolerance is 2.0 mm (.079
in), and the random variability “consumes” 80% of that customer tolerance, then the
pattern measurement variability must be less than 30% of the remaining 20% of 2.0 mm
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(.079 in), or .120 mm (.0047 in). This stringent measurement system requirement is
clearly a challenge for patternmakers producing patterns for close tolerance castings.

3.1.4 Foundry Non-Reproducibility

The dimensions of the castings made from a given pattern can vary from foundry
to foundry. Draper [47] found that foundries using the same pattern and similar
production processes will produce castings with different mean dimensions. Anderson
[48, 49] also found that the foundry-foundry differences in production practices affect the
dimensional variability. These results imply that each foundry may need to use its own
foundry-specific pattern allowance. However common geometry dependent variations in
the application of pattern allowances should remain consistent irrespective of difference
in production processes foundry.

3.2 Dimensional Variability & Tolerance Standards for Steel Castings

Dimensional tolerance specifications for steel castings were commonly specified
in the U.S. using “T grades” developed by the Steel Founder’s Society of America
(SFSA) [29]. In the SFSA specification, allowable casting tolerances depend on both
feature dimension and overall casting weight. The International Standards Organization
(ISO) first published dimensional tolerance specifications in 1984:ISO 8062-84 [50],
titled “Casting – System of Dimensional Tolerances”. This standard was first revised in
1994, ISO 8062-94 [39], and some other major revisions and additions were made in
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1996, ISO 8062-96 [50]. This standard provides guidelines describing dimensional
capabilities for all castings including steel castings. Sixteen tolerance grades, CT1 to
CT16 (tolerance limits increase with each grade), form the basis of this standard. The ISO
standard does not recognize casting weight as a parameter influencing dimensional
variability of a casting. The tolerance grade to be assigned to a particular casting is
determined based on the casting process and the alloy being cast. Separate sets of grades
are provided for castings produced in short production runs and those produced in long
production runs. Within each grade, specific tolerances are then assigned on the basis of
the length of the feature to which the tolerance was being applied. The German,
Deutsches Institut für Normung (DIN) standards also specify similar dimensional
tolerances for steel castings [51].
Ongoing research at The Pennsylvania State University, sponsored by the SFSA
has led to the development of new U.S. dimensional tolerance specifications for steel
castings based on the ISO 8062 “CT grades”. They have recently been published in
Supplement 3 of the Steel Casting Handbook [13]. Based on the ISO standard the
allowable SFSA casting tolerance depends on feature dimension. Table 3-4 shows
tolerance limits for SFSA CT grades [CT1-CT16] as a function of feature dimension.
The SFSA specification also provides additional dimensional capability models
for steel castings which give more accurate tolerance specifications and are based on
feature location, casting weight in pounds and feature length in inches.
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Table 3-4: Dimensional tolerance limits for steel casting (inches) & dimensional
capability models for steel casting [13]
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These models, from which the steel casting dimensional tolerance guidelines have been
based, give a more complete picture of the expected influence of key factor influencing
dimensional variability. The correlation coefficients (R2) for these predictive equations
ranged from 0.4-0.7, indicating that foundry-to-foundry variations dimensional
capabilities may also be significant. Table 3-5 gives the SFSA recommendation on the
CT grades based on short-production or long-production series of steel castings.
Table 3-5: CT grade recommendation based on production series [13]
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The ISO 8062-based dimensional tolerance guidelines indicated that the feature
length alone influences the expected dimensional variability for a given molding process
and production series. However, as these guidelines indicate, casting weight and mold
parting line also influences feature dimensional variability, see Table 3-4 . The use of
these predictive equations for assigning tolerances for steel casting features better reflects
the expected process capabilities for the steel casting industry than the simpler SFSA CT
grades of dimensional tolerance guidelines.
In these new tolerance guidelines a SFSA CT10-CT12 grade represents tolerances
that can be achieved by most sand casting (using green sand, shell or no bake molding)
processes. SFSA CT12-CT14 grade represents tolerance values that can be expected for
complex and large casting configurations. Wider tolerances are suggested for dimensions
crossing the parting line and dimensions controlled by two or more cores.
Geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (GDT) is increasingly being used in the
casting industry. Recommendations on the geometric tolerance capabilities of casting
processes were first published as ISO 8062-2 in 1995 [13]. This standard provides 7
geometric tolerance grades (CTG2-CTG8) for characteristics such as flatness, circularity,
straightness, etc. This ISO 8062 specification recognizes that closer tolerances can be
specified for long-production run castings or shell and no bake sand molds. Since casting
complexity and length of production run affect tolerance grade and both are not precisely
defined, selection of the appropriate geometric tolerance grade is subject to interpretation.
Also in-depth know-how of dimensional variation due to shrinkage and distortion is
needed before specifying geometric tolerances.
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3.3 Summary

Tight process control and qualified measurement systems should reduce the
effective casting feature dimensional variability due to casting process and measurement
systems. Most importantly effective sampling strategies during pattern approval will
reduce centering uncertainty that contributes to overall dimensional uncertainty.
Reducing pattern error (“centering error”) is a key component of improving overall
casting dimensional conformance. Improved pattern allowance models will need to take
into account variations due to process, measurement system and pattern construction, to
be able to better predict pattern allowances, increasing the potential to improve a
foundries ability to quickly achieve dimensional conformance. Further in-depth analysis
of the effect of tolerance and measurement system on pattern allowance is presented in
Chapter 6.
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Chapter 4
Data Collection and Methodologies

The main objective in this research is to characterize the effect of casting
geometry, mold/core restraint, heat treatment, and molding process on the contraction
that affects the final dimensions of the cast features. This is accomplished by collecting
pattern feature dimensions and corresponding casting feature dimensions for a number of
casting designs and complete casting process information. Two methods are used in data
collection:
1. Historical – point-to-point, 1 dimensional (1D) measurements
2. New – Linear scan measurements, 2 dimensional (2D) measurements along the
length of the feature.
In both methods only regular production castings are used for collecting casting feature
dimensional data; no experimental castings are made for the purpose of dimensional data.
Directed data collection enables the study of the interaction between the feature
geometry, mold/core restraint, influence of neighboring feature, and the mold parting line
on the contraction of casting features. This leads to a better understanding of relative
effects of these variables on casting feature dimensions. This data set is used to
empirically model the effect of feature geometry and mold/core restraint on the pattern
allowance to be specified for the particular feature.
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4.1 Industrial Data Collection - 1D

A large set of dimensional data from production steel castings and patterns is
collected for more than 526 casting features made in green sand, no-bake and shell
molds. For each feature, 30 production castings are sampled so that the mean casting
dimension could be accurately determined and compared to the corresponding pattern
dimension for pattern allowance estimation. The data set used for this study is collected
by several researchers from the metal casting group at Pennsylvania State University
[UP], over the period of 6 years [1994-2000] from different steel foundries. The complete
database of casting and feature descriptors for each allowance measurement, as well as
detailed data collection procedures has been described previously [4, 52, 53].
Only production castings are included in this study. Dimensions that are affected
by straightening, grinding or machining are not considered. The castings are measured
after shakeout and heat treatment. Detail production casting data in the form of part files,
casting feature assignment based on type of restraint as described in Chapter 2, observed
casting process variability, and measurement system gage R & R conformance have been
previously documented by Voigt, et al [4, 34, 53, 54].

4.2 Data Collection - 2D

Steel castings are inherently difficult to measure with traditional measurement
systems in part due to the poor surface finish and the draft (or taper) that is present on
many casting features. Also most of the castings for former research studies have been
less than 100 lbs, which could be easily maneuvered for measurement purposes. Some of
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the castings in this study were as heavy as 700 lbs. One of the problems in using handheld instruments is the measurement of features that are larger than the measurement
capacity of the instrument itself. Thus two or more measurements are required to measure
on feature dimension, adding on to measurement error. It is very difficult to maintain a
line of sight while performing measurements on internal casting features, thus limiting
the repeatability and reproducibility of the measuring instrument. Because of these
problems, the upper acceptability criterion (30% of part variability) has been used for the
evaluating the measurement procedures used for this study. Another important challenge
is posed in measuring the as cast features to study the effect of heat treatment, as some of
the castings might have the gating and the risers until heat treatment and also the molding
sand is usually attached to the castings and is usually removed at the end of the process
by shot or sand blasting cycle. Casting measurement locations are ensured for adequate
measurement repeatability of drafted casting features.

4.2.1 Selection of Measurement System – Articulated Arm CMM

Taking into consideration all the technical difficulties in measuring small and
large castings and their respective patterns and core boxes, an extensive effort was made
to collect dimensional data on production steel castings. To overcome most of the
problems with measuring instruments the primary instrument used to collect the data was
the articulated arm CMM (FARO® arm). This measuring instrument is selected due the
flexibility it offers in measuring small and large castings, good gage R&R values [see
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Appendix A] and the advantage of performing 1D, 2D and 3D measurements without
complex setup.
The Faro Silver arm-series, see Figure 4-1, is a multiple axis articulated
measuring arm with six degrees of freedom and 2 Sigma Single Point accuracy of ± 0.076
mm [± 0.003 in].

Figure 4-1: FARO® Silver Arm, articulated arm CMM used to generate linear scans
using CAM2 Measure ® software [55]
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Table 4-1 shows observed gage R&R values for 1D and 2D measurements done
on green sand, no-bake and shell castings. 1D measurements are point to point
measurement of a feature dimension, whereas 2D measurements are linear scan
measurements done for a given feature dimension along the length of the feature.
Table 4-1: Gage R&R values for Faro Arm

Feature
Casting-1D
Casting-2D
Casting-1D
Casting-2D
Casting-1D
Casting-2D

Process
Green
Green
No-bake
No-bake
Shell
Shell

Gage R&R
0.0124
0.0350
0.0105
0.0230
0.0080
0.0300

4.2.2 Selection of Casting Designs

Only production steel castings were selected for dimensional data collection.
Prototype or sample runs were avoided. On average, 5-10 parts were chosen from each
site. The castings are typical of the size range produced by green sand, no-bake and shell
casting process. Castings from different part families were selected. Castings of varying
geometries and sizes [less than 1000 lbs] were selected to give the dimensional database
more breadth. Information about important casting geometry and feature variables was
recorded for each selected casting.
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The selection of the casting features was made such that a wide variety of
geometry types and process control variables can be evaluated. From each casting, an
average of 5 features was chosen for pattern allowance study, which also included
features crossing the mold parting line. All the features measured were characterized by
line measurements. Those features that are defined by a surface or relationships between
surfaces (e.g., parallelism, cylindricity, etc.) were not included in the study. For each
selected green sand castings, 5 parts were measured before and after heat treatment and
for no-bake and shell castings, 5 parts were measured after heat treatment ensuring a
statistically significant sample size based on Table 3-1, as the process capability ratio for
most of the casting features was less than 4. A summary of total casting features
differentiated by molding process and feature restraint type is given in Table 4-2.
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Table 4-2: Casting feature summary

4.3 Pattern and Casting Metrology

There are many drawbacks in measuring the steel casting patterns and castings
features point-point (node), using traditional hand-held instruments e.g., calipers,
micrometer etc. and layout machines. The data density is not sufficient to fully
characterize the pattern or the casting geometry, and the repeatability of measurement is
not always adequate as well [41, 44]. The use of an articulated arm CMM (Faro Arm)
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permits a more complete and more accurate 3D scan of the castings and the patterns,
from which better pattern allowance estimates can be made. This CMM can scan the
entire pattern and automatically create a 3D wire frame model along with 2D views.
From 2D views of these models, pattern allowance estimates can be determined. This
method of measurement was developed to help perform 2½D & 3D analyses of pattern
allowance for complex features possible and help to evaluate the variation in pattern
allowance values within casting features and within each individual feature as well [4].
This also made it possible to observe whether the pattern allowance values obtained for
features not crossing the parting line have the same pattern allowance for those features
that cross the mold parting line, so as to complete the pattern allowance model and hence
enable the foundries to better predict shrinkage.

4.3.1 Measurement Methodology

The patterns and the castings are scanned completely to give us an isometric
design file in DWG format that could be imported and read in to AutoCAD. Figure 4-2
shows a pattern scan for one of the castings. The advantage of this type of CMM
measurement is that the time-consuming and error-prone alignment procedures are not
necessary since every feature scan can be self-oriented with respect to the coordinate
system established on the part being measured.
When performing these measurements, 3-2-1 alignment principles (plane, line, &
point) are used by the CMM. To compare models of the pattern and the castings, a
common reference plane and two lines are measured. The lines are measured at the same
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height from the reference plane, and the same position values are used to measure the
castings. The point of intersection of these lines forms the vertex of the coordinate
system, and one of them along with the reference plane gave the desired 3-2-1 alignment
needed for casting and pattern comparison for pattern allowance estimation. All of the
measurement scans taken are then with reference to this coordinate system. Since this
coordinate system is internal, the need for aligning the part measured to any other
external reference, so as to maintain measurement consistency, is eliminated.

Figure 4-2: 3-D Pattern Scan produced by an Articulated arm CMM [Part Gr-G]

4.3.2 Casting Data –Technical & Dimensional

An example of the method of extracting dimensional information from the scans
is given in depth in Appendix B. Thus for a single dimension call out on the part drawing
there would be approximately 50 unique readings on an average extracted from the
measurement scans of 5 castings. Thus for each casting, a technical data package was
developed which included the following:
•

Casting Drawings

•

Images
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Casting, pattern, core boxes, linear surface scan locations
•

Pattern Scans
Cope pattern-3 times
Drag pattern-3 times

•

Core Box Scans
Each core box - 3 times

•

Casting feature scans before heat treatment
2-3 scan per casting – top view, front view and/or side view – 3 times each
5 castings

•

Casting feature scans after heat treatment [only green sand castings]
2-3 scan per casting – top view, front view and/or side view – 3 times each
5 castings- same castings those were scan before heat treatment

•

Process parameters
Sand, molding process, sleeves, pouring temperature, etc.

A comprehensive database of casting geometry, process variables, casting measurements,
and pattern measurements has been constructed [see Appendix C]. This includes all the
relevant information about each casting measured and each feature that is measured on
the casting. In all cases data are being collected by Penn State University student
researchers, including the author, from multiple production runs. Participating steel
casting companies to date have included Mc Conway & Torley and Sivyer Steel.
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4.4 Mold / Core Restraint

4.4.1 Restraint Classification

The restraint exerted by the mold and core on the shrinkage behavior of a casting
feature is decided by its configuration within the mold. This restraint is strongly
influenced by the parting line geometry as well as casting geometry. Thus it is important
to study the effect of restraint and the quantification of restraint effects. Two schemes,
qualitative and quantitative, are used to characterize restraint. One of them is the same
scheme of describing features types based on restraint such as unrestrained, partially
restrained and fully restrained, used by Peter et al [1] see Figure 2-11, is used in this
study as well. This simple scheme based on three qualitative restraint categories can be
used to model the effect of restraint on dimensional error using regression techniques.

4.4.2 Restraint Quantification

Thus further resolution in amount of restraint is need to estimate accurate pattern
allowance based on restraint types. Linear restraint method was used to define the amount
of restraint in Eq. 4.1. As fully restrained features are expected to shrink much less than
their unrestrained or partly restrained counterparts and unrestrained features are free of
any restraint and are expected to shrink the most. This concept is explained in Figure 4-3.

Degree of Restraint = Feature Length Formed by the core / mold
Total Feature Length

4.1
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Figure 4-3: Degree of restraint

4.4.3 Fully Restrained Feature Characterization

Fully restrained (internal) features are found to exhibit a marked difference in
shrinkage behavior than features that are unrestrained. Due to the unique nature of fully
restrained features, and to account for the effects of the surrounding casting geometry on
these features, some additional geometry characterizations were needed to fully
characterize restrained features. These additional characterizations were applied only to
fully restrained features and not to any other types of features. Figure 4-4 shows the
characterization and classification of fully restrained features based on the directions
offering restraint.
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Figure 4-4: Characterization of fully restrained features
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4.5 Casting Modulus – Effect of neighboring geometry on feature pattern allowance

A scheme to model casting geometry based on the order of solidification was
developed. This is a ‘feature modulus’ based approach. In this method section modulus
are calculated for each feature. The section modulus is based on the concept of distance
from the mold [31]. The section modulus can be determined by the relation Eq. 4.2 ;

SM =

2
N

∑d
i =1

4.2
i

where N is the number of cooling directions, and di is the distance from the mold in
direction i. The section modulus calculated by Eq. 4.2 can be normalized by a factor, as
SM =

⎡ SMavg ⎤
⎢ SM max ⎥
⎦
∑ di ⎣
2

N

4.3

i =1

where SMavg is the overall section modulus for the casting, estimated by volume to
surface area ratio, and SMmax is the maximum value of the section modulus obtained
from Eq. 4.3. Using Chvorinov’s, rule solidification time can be calculated for each
feature and thus the order of solidification can be determined.
To study the effect of casting modulus on pattern allowance variations within
casting feature geometry, casting simulation technique was used to calculate the
solidification time which is related to casting modulus. For each casting designs
sequential steps as given in Appendix D were followed to determine solidification time
for each casting feature. Even though the castings included in the study were made using
different molding processes, for consistency, same molding parameters were used for all
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the casting designs so that the pure effect of geometry could be studied, irrespective of
the effect of process parameters on pattern allowance.
Data collection and analysis is done in an effort to make this scheme as
comprehensive as possible yet simple enough to use effectively. The modulus approach is
appropriate as the casting features have variable shrinkages along the entire length of the
feature, and this is largely influenced by neighboring geometry [5, 20].

4.6 Pattern Allowance Modeling Strategy

The results obtained from the analysis of industrial data are used to characterize
the effect of casting geometry and degree of restraint on pattern dimensions. The
resulting pattern allowance variations are presented in the form of exploratory data
analysis. Pattern prediction model is developed using multiple regression analysis. This is
done assuming the pattern size to be deterministic and the casting size to be a random
variable, as same pattern is used to produce several different castings. Pattern allowance
values could not be directly used to build an empirical model since they were not
independent and normally distributed. The resulting pattern prediction model is used to
compare the improvements in predicting pattern allowance estimates.

4.6.1 Observed Pattern Allowance Variation

Exploratory data analysis was carried out to better understand the influence of
each factor on pattern allowance. Statistics, such as mean and median values of pattern
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allowance, which are related to the location of the variables are plotted and tabulated
with respect to various factors that affect pattern allowance. The variance, range,
minimum, maximum pattern allowance values show the spread of the variables affecting
pattern allowance. These mentioned statistics are presented as the box-plot of pattern
allowances, which is a good visual tool. Data transformation methods are also used to
better understand the effect of factors such as solidification time. Also the observed
variation in pattern allowance values due to processing and geometry factors are
quantified and compared. Thus the trends in pattern allowance variations due to various
factors are observed which provide directions into building the pattern prediction model.

4.6.2 Regression Models for Predicting Pattern Dimensions

Empirical models that take into account the important factors that affect the
pattern allowance are developed. Step-wise elimination methods were used to
systematically remove non-significant terms from the model and develop prediction
models with high correlation coefficients. A data-splitting method is used to cross
validate the regression models developed for green, no-bake, and shell castings. This
method was used since it was not possible to collect more data to validate the regression
models. A common technique of randomly assigning half the observations to the
estimation dataset and other half to the prediction dataset was used [56]. For such a
splitting the sample should consist of at least n = 2k + 25 observations, where k is
number of parameters in the model [56]. Thus the original data collected is split into two
parts, with one used to estimate the pattern allowance model parameters and the other
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part used to access the fitted model’s predictive ability [56]. This data splitting technique
was performed repeatedly (10 times per data set) by randomizing the datasets and
recalculating the regression models each time, in order to obtain robust model
parameters.
Qualitative variables were also introduced in modeling pattern allowance to
reduce the number of models. These (indicator) variables are dummy independent
variables which are not meaningful like the quantitative independent variables but have
an effect on the intercept value and in turn on the model parameters. X1 through X5 are
dummy variables introduced to indicate the type of casting process, restraint type and
mold parting line. The coding schema is defined as shown in Table 4-3.
Table 4-3: Coding scheme for indicator variables
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4.7 Pattern Allowance Model Validation

The global usefulness of the developed multiple regression models (more than
one predictor) is tested by the analysis of variance F-test (ANOVA – p value < 0.05) used
for comparing nested models. Two models are nested if one model contains all the terms
of the second model and at least one additional term. The more complex of the two
models is called the ‘complete’ or full model and the simpler one is the ‘reduced’ or
restricted model [56]. This is done by comparing the reduced pattern prediction model
which uses only casting size as predictor variable to the full model that uses casting size,
degree of restraint, and solidification time.
Pattern prediction model is validated by two means. In the first case the remaining
data after data splitting is used to evaluate the regression models for error in prediction.
The “reduced” model is the one that uses only casting feature size as predictor. It is
compared to the “full” model that includes casting feature size, restraint, and normalized
solidification time to predict pattern dimensions. In the second case, dimensional data for
two green sand castings, developed using the standard shrink rule (1/4” per foot rule) and
the previous pattern allowance model [57] are used to validate the regression model.
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Chapter 5
Trends and Variations in Pattern Allowances

The objective in this research is to develop better pattern allowance predictions
for steel castings using feature geometry as the basis for prediction. Steel castings and
their patterns were measured to develop the geometry and process-based dependencies of
pattern allowance values. This chapter describes both the overall and detailed results of
the dimensional data analysis. Section 5.1 discusses the observed pattern allowance
variation based on feature geometry. The effect of heat treatment on pattern allowances is
documented in Section 5.2. Pattern allowance observations, with respect to feature
length, restraint, and solidification time, are described in Section 5.3. Additional
dimensional data was collected for a specific casting design. This design was produced at
two different foundries, allowing foundry-to-foundry differences in pattern allowances to
be determined see Section 5.4.
Throughout this chapter the different types of casting features are referred to as
unrestrained features (UR), partially restrained features (PR) and fully restrained features
(FR). These feature types have been described previously in Chapter 2. Also features that
cross the mold parting line (PL) are differentiated from those features that do not cross
the mold parting line (NPL).
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5.1 Observed Pattern Allowance Variation along the Length of the Feature

This study presents the first comprehensive attempt to quantify the observed
pattern allowance variation within steel casting features. Pattern allowance variation for
different feature geometries, along the length of the feature are presented for 8 green sand
castings, 6 no-bake castings and 4 shell castings. The following nomenclature scheme is
used to describe feature geometries for the castings.
“Casting – Molding Process – Restraint Type – Parting Line – Feature Number”

Casting

= A, B, C, D, E, F, G or H

Molding Process

= G, N, or S [green sand, no-bake, or shell]

Restraint Type

= UR, PR, or FR [unrestrained, partially restrained, or fully
restrained]

Parting Line

= NPL or PL [not across the mold parting line or across the mold
parting line]

Feature number

= 1, 2, 3 …

For example, the designation “B_G_UR_NPL_13”, refers to an unrestrained feature
number 13, not crossing the mold parting line for casting B made in a green sand mold.
Each figure in this section follows this standard format described in Figure 5-1.
The top section of each figure shows the 2D scan of the casting geometry along with the
feature numbers. Photographs of each casting are included in Appendix E. The bottom
section shows a graph of observed inter-feature and intra-feature pattern allowance
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variation along the length of each feature. The graph shows the range of pattern
allowance variation for each feature measurement, as well as the total range of pattern
allowance variation for the entire feature. Each range bar shows the high, low and
average values of pattern allowance based on measurements of a particular feature on
replicate castings. The right end of each feature gives another range bar in bold marks
showing the total observed pattern allowance variation along the entire length of the
feature. The following terminology is used to indicate and discuss these various pattern
allowance measurements.
avgPAm

= average of observed pattern allowances for a particular measurement
along the length of the feature (mean of 15 observations – 3 scans of 5
castings)

rangePAm

= range of observed pattern allowances for a particular measurement along
the length of the feature (max – min of 15 observations – 3 scans of 5
castings)

avgPAf

= average pattern allowance for the entire feature

rangePAf

= total range of pattern allowance for the entire feature

Under each range bar is the corresponding feature nomenclature. Under the
nomenclature of each feature, the feature nominal size (X) and feature length (Y) is noted
as well. Unless otherwise specified, the entire pattern allowance estimates presented are
for production steel castings after heat treatment.
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Figure 5-1: Casting feature and notation key used to characterize pattern allowance
variations within a feature.
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5.1.1 Pattern Allowance Variations in Green Sand Castings

The green sand process utilizes a mold made of compacted moist sand packed
around a wood or metal pattern. A metal frame or flask is placed over the pattern to
produce a cavity representing one half of the casting. The sand is compacted by either
jolting or squeezing the mold. The other half of the mold is produced in a like manner,
and the two flasks are positioned together to form the complete mold. If the casting has
hollow sections, rigid resin-bonded cores are inserted into the mold before it is closed.
Figure 5-2 shows the observed pattern allowance values for features 1-5 for green
sand casting A. Figure 5-3 shows the observed pattern allowance values for features 6, 7,
and 8 for green sand casting B. Figure 5-4 shows the observed pattern allowance values
for features 9 and 10 of green sand casting C. Features crossing the mold parting line,
(features 5, 6, 7, and 9) tend to have overall lower pattern allowance values. In some
cases the final casting dimensions are larger than the corresponding pattern dimensions as
indicated by a negative pattern allowance value. Casting B has higher intra-feature
pattern allowance variation (rangePAm) as compared to castings A and C.
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Figure 5-2: Pattern allowance measurement summary for green sand casting G-A
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Figure 5-3: Pattern allowance measurement summary for green sand casting G-B
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Figure 5-4: Pattern allowance measurement summary for green sand casting G-C
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Figures 5-5 through 5-7 show the observed pattern allowance values for features
11 – 25 for green sand casting D, E, and F, respectively. It is observed that the smaller the
ratio of feature size to the length of the feature, the higher is the pattern allowance
variation within the feature for partially and fully restrained features (features 11, 17, and
19). A prominent effect of geometry (range of avgPAm) on the pattern allowance
variations is observed in features 12, 15, 17, 19, 21, 22, and 24. Clearly accurate pattern
allowance prediction requires consideration of the variation of pattern allowance within
features.
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Figure 5-5: Pattern allowance measurement summary for green sand casting G-D
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Figure 5-6: Pattern allowance measurement summary for green sand casting G-E
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Figure 5-7: Pattern allowance measurement summary for green sand casting G-F
Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9 show the observed pattern allowance values for features 26 –
35 for green sand casting G and H, respectively.
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Figure 5-8: Pattern allowance measurement summary for green sand casting G-G
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Figure 5-9: Pattern allowance measurement summary for green sand casting G-H
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The observed pattern allowance variations for the features of casting G is almost 70%
less than that of other castings, indicating tight process control. However the systematic
variation of the within feature pattern allowances due to the geometry of the feature was
similar to those observed in other green sand castings.
Table 5-1 summarizes the observed variation in all the casting features made in
these green sand molds. The table is color-coded and arranged with respect to restraint
type and whether or not the feature crosses the mold parting line. Average pattern
allowance variation within feature measurement (avgPAf) indicates the average amount
of variation observed between the 5 parts, across all of the measurements made along the
length of the feature. The total pattern allowance variation within the feature (rangePAf)
indicates the total pattern allowance variation across all the measurements made along the
length of the feature on all 5 parts. This pattern allowance variation is a result of
processing, measurement, as well as geometry factors. It is observed that smaller features
(less than 5 in) have significantly higher pattern allowance variations.
Table 5-1 also includes the average of the ranges of observed pattern allowances
for all the measurements along the length of the feature (average of rangePAm). These
values indicate the average pattern allowance variation due to process and measurement
variations within the entire feature. Lastly the range of all the observed average pattern
allowances values (avgPAm) of all the measurements along the length of the feature is
indicated. This value indicates the amount of variation within the feature as a result of
feature geometry. Higher avgPAm values indicate a strong geometry influence on pattern
allowances.
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Table 5-1: Summary of pattern allowance variations for green sand castings after heat
treatment
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5.1.2 Pattern Allowance Variations in No-bake Castings

In the no-bake casting process, chemical binders (furan or phenolic urethane) are
mixed with sand and placed in mold boxes surrounding the pattern halves. At room
temperature, the molds become rigid with the help of catalysts. The pattern halves are
removed, and the mold is assembled with or without resin bonded cores.
Figure 5-10 through 5-16 shows the observed pattern allowance variation for nobake castings A, B, C, D, E, and F, respectively. Except for casting A, all of the other
castings were large castings weighing between 200-700 lbs. As was observed for green
sand castings, smaller features on no-bake castings exhibited larger variations in pattern
allowance values compared to larger features. This was true for features of the same
casting as well as within features. Similar size and restraint type features within a casting
showed similar amounts of variations in pattern allowances (rangePAm) but varied when
compared to features from different castings. For example, features 26 and 27 of casting
F had similar rangePAm, and features 22 and 5 of castings E and B respectively had
varying rangePAm. This could be due to the effect of different feature lengths and overall
varying casting geometry. This is explained in detail in Chapter 6 as an effect of
slenderness ratio.
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Figure 5-10: Pattern allowance measurement summary for no-bake casting N-A
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Figure 5-11: Pattern allowance measurement summary for no-bake casting N-B
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Figure 5-12: Pattern allowance measurement summary for no-bake casting N-C
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Figure 5-13: Pattern allowance measurement summary for no-bake casting N-D
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Figure 5-14: Pattern allowance measurement summary for no-bake casting N-E
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Figure 5-15: Pattern allowance measurement summary for no-bake casting N-F
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Figure 5-16: Pattern allowance measurement summary for no-bake casting N-F
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Only fully restrained features crossing the mold parting line had negative pattern
allowance values. For features not crossing the mold parting line, only three fully
restrained features, 31, 32, and 11 and one fully restrained feature 8, crossing the mold
parting line had average pattern allowance values that were negative as compared to 11
features for the green sand and 9 features for the shell castings that had negative pattern
allowance values. Features crossing the mold parting line show similar within-feature
pattern allowance variations but have much lower nominal pattern allowance values that
are usually negative. This variation is largely due to expected large variations in
assembling the two rigid mold halves.
Features (example casting E) that are restrained (PR and FR) by a resin core show
higher variations in the values of avgPAm within a given feature as compared to
unrestraint features (UR). Castings A and D had overall low within feature pattern
allowance variations due to process and measurement as compared to castings B, C E,
and F. The average pattern allowance values (avgPAf) for features within the casting vary
from -2.04% to 3.80% for casting F, an extremely wide range of pattern allowance
variations.
Table 5-2 shows the summary of pattern allowance variation in no-bake castings.
The average pattern allowance values (avgPAf) within all the features and castings are
observed to be higher for unrestrained features not crossing the mold parting line. Higher
pattern allowance variation is observed for small feature sizes (less than 5 in) and for
those features that crossed the mold parting line. Lower average pattern allowance values
are observed for unrestrained feature crossing the mold parting line. However, there is
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considerable amount of shift in the nominal pattern allowance values from feature to
feature.
Table 5-2: Summary of pattern allowance variations in no-bake castings
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5.1.3 Pattern Allowance Variations in Shell Castings

In the shell molding process, resin-bonded silica sand is placed onto a heated
pattern, forming thin shell-like mold halves. Ejector pins enable the cured mold to be
released from the pattern. The entire cycle is completed in seconds depending upon the
shell thickness desired. The two halves of the mold, suitably cored, are glued and
clamped together prior to the pouring of the metal.
Figures 5-17 through 5-21 show the observed pattern allowance variation for
shell castings A, B, C, and D, respectively. All of the castings in this study were typical
shell castings weighing between 5 to 20 lbs with feature sizes less than 7.5 in. Similar to
green and no-bake castings, large variation in pattern allowances were observed for these
small features. Nine out of the 28 features measured had average pattern allowance
values (avgPAf) that were negative. Features 17, 19, 21, and 26 that did not cross the
mold parting line also had negative average pattern allowances (avgPAf).
There were many shell features (features 10, 14 and 26) that had values of pattern
allowance variations (range of avgPAm) due to the effect of geometry that were higher
than the variation in pattern allowances (average of rangePAm) due to the effect of
process and measurement variation. When the process variation is small, the effect of
geometry on pattern allowance dominates pattern allowance variations.
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Figure 5-17: Pattern allowance variations within feature geometries for shell casting S-A
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Figure 5-18: Pattern allowance variations within feature geometries for shell casting S-B
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Figure 5-19: Pattern allowance variations within feature geometries for shell casting S-B
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Figure 5-20: Pattern allowance variations within feature geometries for shell casting S-C
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Figure 5-21: Pattern allowance variations within feature geometries for shell casting S-D
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Table 5-3 shows a summary of pattern allowance variation in shell castings.
Unrestrained features had higher pattern allowance variations (rangePAm) when
compared to fully and partially restrained features (except for fully restrained features
crossing the mold parting line). For features that were larger than 3.0 in the average
pattern allowance variation of measurements within the feature (rangePAm) was less than
1.0%, indicating tight process control that results in lower pattern allowance variation due
to process variation.
Unrestrained features across the parting line and not across the parting line had
the highest pattern allowance variation of 6.25% and 6.4%, respectively, within the
feature (rangePAf) compared to all other features made in green sand, no-bake, and shell
molds. Overall all higher pattern allowance variation is observed in green sand, followed
by no-bake and shell, respectively, for similar size features.
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Table 5-3: Summary of pattern allowance variations in shell castings

5.2 Effect of Feature Size, Restraint and Solidification Time on Pattern Allowance

The direct influence of feature length, parting line, mold restraint type, and
feature solidification time on pattern allowances are presented in this section. These
observations give a better insight into the important factors that influence pattern
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allowance values and can lead to the development of better pattern allowance estimates.
All the pattern allowance variations for different features in the graphs in this section are
categorized and presented based on the parting line and the type of restraint.

5.2.1 Effect of parting line, restraint type and feature size on pattern allowance

Parting line, feature restraint and feature size had a profound impact on pattern
allowance values. Figure 5-22, Figure 5-23, and Figure 5-24 present the average pattern
allowance variations for green sand, no-bake and shell castings, respectively. The pattern
allowance observations are differentiated based on restraint type and whether or not
features cross the mold parting line. Each pattern allowance variation bar in these graphs
presents the feature average pattern allowance value (avgPAf) for each feature along with
the maximum and the minimum observed pattern allowance average values along the
entire length of the feature. Thus the total pattern allowance variation observed for each
feature is inclusive of variations due to process variations, measurement system errors
and feature geometry based variations. These variations are further quantified and
analyzed in Chapter 6.
A large amount of variation in pattern allowance is observed for small features
(less than 5 in) of green sand casting, see Figure 5-22. Features crossing the mold parting
line have significantly lower pattern allowance values, and in most instances even
negative pattern allowance values. It is observed that not all the average pattern
allowance values are centered along the range, indicating a strong influence of process
and measurement errors that can influence pattern allowance estimates.
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Casting features from no-bake castings had overall higher average pattern
allowance values (avgPAf) than green sand castings. Negative pattern allowance values
were observed for all fully restrained features of no-bake castings not crossing the mold
parting line. Larger pattern allowance values were observed for fully restrained features
crossing the mold parting line, see Figure 5-23. Also more pattern allowance variation is
observed for partially restraint features crossing the mold parting line as compared to
partially restrained features not crossing the mold parting line.
Similar unrestrained features of shell casting for features not crossing the mold
parting line had high pattern allowance variations, see Figure 5-24. Shell casting features
had less pattern allowance variation than green and no-bake castings, indicative of their
lower process variation. Very few negative pattern allowance values were observed for
shell casting features. This indicates that tight process control can be achieved in
assembling the mold halves for shell castings. Overall unrestrained features had
somewhat higher pattern allowance values than partially restraint and fully restrained
features.
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Green sand -NPL

Green sand – PL

Figure 5-22: Pattern allowance variation as a function of feature size for green sand
castings
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No-bake -NPL

No-bake -PL

Figure 5-23: Pattern allowance variation as a function of feature size for no-bake castings
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Shell -NPL

Shell - PL

Figure 5-24: Pattern allowance variation as a function of feature size for shell castings
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5.2.2 Effect of Degree of Restraint on Pattern Allowance

To have a clear insight into the effect of restraint on pattern allowance variations,
the degree of restraint was used to compare pattern allowance variations observed in
partially restrained features. It is observed in Section 5.2.1 that restraint is an important
factor that influences pattern allowance values; thus, degree of restraint for partially
restrained features is calculated. Trends in pattern allowance based on degree of restraint
is shown in Figures 5-25 to 5-27 for green sand, no-bake and shell castings, respectively.
Because core restraint for features in green sand castings is restrained by resin bonded
core, they are compared with the features formed in no-bake castings in Figure 5-26.
The pattern allowance values for partially restrained features fall between those
for unrestrained features and fully restrained features. Higher pattern allowance values
are observed for the features with a lower degree of restraint. Thus the degree of restraint
can be used to capture the variation in pattern allowance values and better predict pattern
allowance estimates for partially restraint features.
For green sand and no-bake castings, it is observed that pattern allowance value
increases as the degree of restraint decreases for partially restrained features. No such
clear trend in the data is observed for features made in shell castings. Reverse trend is
observed for features that cross the mold parting line for features made in shell casting.
This can be attributed to the effect of parting line.
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Green-NPL

Green-PL

Figure 5-25: Effect of the degree of restraint on pattern allowance values for green castings
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No-bake-NPL

No-bake-PL

Figure 5-26: Effect of the degree of restraint on pattern allowance values for no-bake
castings
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Shell-NPL

Shell-PL

Figure 5-27: Effect of the degree of restraint on pattern allowance values for shell
castings
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FR-NPL

FR-PL

Figure 5-28: Effect of type of fully restraint feature and degree of full restraint on pattern
allowance
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The effect of the degree of restraint for fully restraint features is shown in
Figure 5-28. Fully restrained features not crossing the mold parting line have increasing
pattern allowance values with an increase in the degree of restraint.

5.2.3 Effect of Solidification Time on Pattern Allowance

To understand and capture the effect of geometry on pattern allowance values of a
feature, solidification time was calculated for each feature measurements. Figure 5-29,
Figure 5-30, and Figure 5-31 show normalized pattern allowance variation with respect to
the normalized feature solidification time. The observations are differentiated based on
restraint type and whether or not the features cross the mold parting line. The
solidification times are normalized with respect to within feature solidification order.
This is done by taking the ratio of observed solidification time for each measurement
location along the length of a particular feature and dividing it by the average
solidification time observed within those measurements of the particular feature. A
similarly normalized pattern allowance value for each measurement location along the
length of a particular feature is taken by dividing each avgPAm value by avgPAf.
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Green sand - NPL

Green sand - PL

Figure 5-29: Effect of solidification time on pattern allowance for green sand castings
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No-bake - NPL

No-bake - PL

Figure 5-30: Effect of solidification time on pattern allowance for no-bake castings
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Shell - NPL

Shell - PL

Figure 5-31: Effect of solidification time on pattern allowance for shell castings
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It is observed that the normalized pattern allowance values increase as the
normalized solidification time decreases. This indicates that the higher the section
modulus of a particular feature, the higher is the normalized solidification time and the
lower are the pattern allowance values corresponding to the section. Thus the part of the
feature that solidifies earlier with respect to that part of the feature that solidifies later
will have higher pattern allowance values respectively. This trend is very distinct for all
features. The rate is higher for unrestrained features followed by partially and fully
restrained features.

5.3 Effect of Heat Treatment on Pattern Allowance

The influence of heat treatment on pattern allowance variation was studied by
inspecting green sand castings before (BHT) and after heat treatment (AHT). The same
castings are measured both before and after heat treatment. All the castings are given
standard production heat treatments (normalized, followed by quenching and tempering).
Figure 5-32 through Figure 5-39 summarizes the pattern allowance results for 35
features from 8 different green sand castings. The BHT and AHT pattern allowance
values are based on dimensional scans from the exact same locations on the castings.
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Green A-BHT

Green A-AHT

Figure 5-32: Comparison of pattern allowance values for casting G-A before and after
heat treatment
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Green B-BHT

Green B-AHT

Figure 5-33: Comparison of pattern allowance values for casting G-B before and after
heat treatment
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Green C-BHT

Green C-AHT

Figure 5-34: Comparison of pattern allowance values for casting G-C before and after
heat treatment
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Green D-BHT

Green D-AHT

Figure 5-35: Comparison of pattern allowance values for casting G-D before and after
heat treatment
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Green E-BHT

Green E-AHT

Figure 5-36: Comparison of pattern allowance values for casting G-E before and after
heat treatment
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Green F-BHT

Green F-AHT

Figure 5-37: Comparison of pattern allowance values for casting G-F before and after
heat treatment
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Green G-BHT

Green G-AHT

Figure 5-38: Comparison of pattern allowance values for casting G-G before and after
heat treatment
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Green H-BHT

Green H-AHT

Figure 5-39: Comparison of pattern allowance values for casting G-H before and after
heat treatment
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Table 5-4 summarizes the observed pattern allowance variations for the green
sand castings before and after heat treatment. Eleven features out of 35 had lower pattern
allowance average values (avgPAf) after heat treatment. The average increase in the
pattern allowance was 0.61%, indicating that most features shrunk further after heat
treatment.
The amount of change in pattern allowance values was independent of feature
size. Surprisingly variations in pattern allowance values within the feature measurements
(rangePAm) are lower after heat treatment for 62% of the features by an average amount
of 0.59%. About 70% of the features had reduction in pattern allowance variation
(rangePAm) after heat treatment by an average amount of 0.32%.
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Table 5-4: Average difference in the pattern allowance values based on restraint type
between BHT and AHT castings

5.4 Foundry-to-Foundry Variation in Pattern Allowance

Foundry-to-foundry variations in pattern allowance were evaluated by measuring
the same green sand casting produced at two different foundries using the same set of
tooling (patterns). Five parts were made at each foundry and the measurement scans were
taken on those castings (after heat treatment) and then compared, see Figure 5-40 and
Figure 5-41.
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Figure 5-40: Casting 2-D scans and feature numbers for green sand casting - G
Figure 5-41 shows the variation in pattern allowance for the same features made at two
different foundries. The castings made at foundry-A (black bars) had much higher intrafeature variations in pattern allowance (rangePAm) compared to the casting made in
foundry-B (blue bars). All of the features made at both the foundries show similar trends
in pattern allowances along the length of the corresponding features indicating consistent
variation in pattern allowance due to geometry factors. However, varying amounts of
shift in the nominal pattern allowance values are observed for most features. The higher
nominal pattern allowance shift for features that cross the mold parting line can be
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explained by differences in mold assembly factors between the foundries. The smaller
shifts in pattern allowance for the features that do not cross the mold parting line can be
attributed to differences in properties of the mold and the resin bonded core. Features 4
and 2 are influenced by a resin bonded core where as features 1and 3 are influenced by
the molding sand. Thus a constant shift of about 1.0% in pattern allowance was observed
for features 4 and 2 which are influenced by the resin bonded core as opposed to varying
amount of shift for features 1and 3, which are influenced by the molding sand.
This suggests that the pattern allowances can vary somewhat from foundry-tofoundry for same casting. However the geometry-dependent trends in pattern allowance
were consistant from foundry to foundry.
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Feature traverse

Figure 5-41: Foundry to foundry pattern allowance variations for green sand casting - G

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, both intra-casting and inter-casting pattern allowance variations
for green sand, no-bake, and shell castings were presented. The effects of heat treatment,
parting line, feature size, restraint type, and solidification order (modulus) on pattern
allowance variations were presented. Finally foundry-to-foundry pattern allowance
variations for a single casting design were presented and compared.

Chapter 6
Discussion of Results

This chapter discusses the effects of key casting geometry and process variables
on pattern allowances for steel castings. Section 6.1 highlights the effect of tolerance and
measurement system capabilities on pattern allowance. Section 6.2 presents the estimated
pattern allowance variation for the 2D dimensional data. It includes the effect of parting
line and restraint on pattern allowance. It also presents the effect of geometry and
solidification time (modulus) on pattern allowance and the observed variations in pattern
allowances within casting features. Section 6.3 presents the multiple regression models
for predicting pattern allowance [GDPA], by means of predicting pattern dimensions
based on casting feature size, restraint amount, parting line and normalized feature
solidification time. Model validation is presented in Section 6.4 for two castings made in
green sand molds.

6.1 Tolerance, Measurement System Capabilities and Pattern Allowance

Casting tolerance specification, casting process variations and measurement
system capabilities have a strong influence on pattern allowance estimates. Errors in
pattern allowance values can consume a large portion of allowable casting tolerances.
Measurement system errors are even more problematic when making pattern allowance
estimates. Repeated measurements from a simple pattern constructed using a constant
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process variation. This is further complicated by measurement system errors. Every
measurement system has inherent capabilities to estimate dimensions, error resulting
form these measurements cloud the actual data producing large variation in apparent
pattern allowance values.

6.1.1 Casting Tolerance and Pattern Allowance

The shapes of cast steel components reflect not only the functional requirements
of the component, but also the manufacturability requirements dictated by the casting
process. Pattern allowances must be incorporated into the production of patterns and core
boxes from which steel castings are made. These pattern allowances must also be
correctly applied to ensure that final castings can meet customer dimensional tolerance
requirements without extra pattern dimension adjustment cycles. The pattern allowance
value must account for more than just the shrinkage of the metal during solidification and
cooling. The mold itself can be expected to undergo dimensional changes during filling,
solidification and cooling.
Certain casting features are restrained from contraction during solidification by
the presence of the mold while others are not. Also the oxide scale removed from casting
surface after cooling and subsequent heat treatment result in casting dimensional changes.
The heat produced during the cooling of large castings can cause the sand mold to expand
before even solidification begins. All of these factors and many more, as described in
detail in Chapter 2, contribute to casting dimensional changes, suggesting the use of not a
single pattern allowance for all casting features but different feature-dependent pattern
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allowance values to ensure the conformance of all casting feature dimensions to customer
dimensional specifications.
As per Supplement 3 of the SFSA Steel Casting Handbook [13], the general
pattern allowance value used for low alloy steel casting is “¼ inch per foot (2.08%)”. It
also gives a model that provides better pattern allowance values to be used based on
feature type and molding process for features that do not cross the mold parting line. If
improper pattern allowance is applied to the pattern these non-centering errors may
consume much of the available tolerance for the casting dimension thus contributing
dimensionally non-conforming castings. This is shown quantitatively in Table 6-1 and
Figure 6-1. The amount of tolerance consumed due to error in estimating pattern
allowance (PA) increases with feature length. It is seen that improper application of
pattern allowance can take up entire or even more of the allowable dimensional tolerance
for large features.
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Table 6-1: Percent of dimensional tolerance consumed due to errors in pattern allowance
for different feature size.

The standard shrink rule of “1/4 (2.08%) was used in these calculations. An error of 25%
is equal to a variation of 0.52% in the pattern allowance estimate. Thus if the standard PA
value of 2.08% is considered, which means that casting features actually shrink by this
amount, and instead the erroneous estimated values of PA that are used to build the
patterns, which could be 2.08% +/- 0.52%, are used. The formula used to calculate
average percentage of tolerance consumed [ATC] is given by Eq. 6.1.
ATC (%) = 1 −

CTx − [( ErrorPA%) * FeatureSize]
CTx

6.1

where:
CTx is the amount of tolerance for grade x for respective feature size
ErrorPA% = % of standard pattern allowance

6.2
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For example: 0.5% PA = 25% of standard PA of 2.08, similarly 0.2%PA = 10% and
1.0%PA = 50% of standard PA (Eq. 6.2).

Figure 6-1: Percent of dimensional tolerance consumed due to errors in pattern allowance
for different feature lengths

6.1.2 Process Variation and Pattern Allowance

Let’s assume that patterns are constructed using the standard pattern allowance
value of 2.08 %. If the casting feature size is 1.00 in, the corresponding pattern dimension
would be 1.0208 in. As per the CT 10 and CT 12 grade of tolerance, allowable casting
sizes would be between 1.045 in to 0.955 in and 1.085 in to 0.915 in for CT10 and CT12,
respectively. Thus if we were to calculate observed pattern allowances based on the
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casting feature sizes, we would get maximum and minimum pattern allowance values as
shown in Table 6-2. Thus it is seen that errors in pattern allowance estimates as a result of
casting dimensional variation are very large. Figure 6-2 shows the effect of casting
dimensional variation on estimated pattern allowance values. As seen in Figure 6-2 , as
the feature size decreases, pattern allowance variation increases significantly. This
variation in pattern allowance, due to process variation, is one of the major factors
contributing to the total variation observed in pattern allowance values.

Table 6-2: Minimum and maximum pattern allowances possible for feature size of 1.00
inch, when CT-10 and CT-12 allowable dimensional variation is observed.
Possible PA variations for a 1 inch feature size

CT - 10

CT -12

Max PA

6.890 %

12.175 %

Min PA

-2.316 %

-6.349 %

Difference

9.206 %

18.524 %

[Max PA–Min PA]
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Figure 6-2: Effect of casting dimensional variation on estimated pattern allowance

6.1.3 Measurement System [Gage R&R] and Pattern Allowance

As described earlier, measurement system plays a vital role in casting dimensional
conformance. Table 6-3 shows the gage repeatability and reproducibility (R&R) values of
commonly used measurement instruments, for dimensional inspection of castings in
foundry [41]. It can be seen from the table that due to very high gage R&R values, many
of the equipment do not satisfy the 10% gage R&R criterion for inspection of small
casting features.
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Table 6-3: Gage R&R values of commonly used measurement instruments by foundries
[40]

The gage R&R of a particular measurement system can strongly influence the
measured dimensional variation of casting dimensions as well as the observed pattern
allowance variation. Figure 6-3 shows the effect of expected gage R&R values on the
observed pattern allowance, using the observed gage R&R values from Table 6-3 .
Figure 6-4 shows a combined effect of gage R&R errors and casting variability on the
expected pattern allowance estimates for steel castings. For example, assuming that the
variation due to measurement instrument is 10% of the total casting tolerance, the
observed pattern allowance can vary by as much as 4.0 % for CT-12 tolerance grade
castings.
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Figure 6-3: Possible variation in pattern allowance estimates due to varying gage R&R
values for different measuring systems
Thus measurement system gage R&R itself accounts for the second most important
portion of the observed pattern allowance variation. This may explain why the foundry
industry rarely measures or inspect patterns, but instead makes pattern dimensional
modifications based on casting dimensional inspection. This prevents the pattern
allowance measurement errors that are introduced due to pattern measurement from
confounding dimensional re-engineering practices. But due to lack of an effective
dimensional feed back loop, the industry has been prevented from improving pattern
allowance estimates.
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Figure 6-4: Possible effect of 10% acceptable criterion of gage R&R on estimated pattern
allowance variation

6.1.4 Pattern Tolerance and Pattern Allowance

Since pattern and core boxes are constructed by a manufacturing process, they too
have allowable process tolerance. Table 6-4 shows the tolerances for various pattern
dimensions constructed with different materials from the EN: 12890 standard [58]. As a
result of variation in pattern dimensions due to manufacturing process capabilities and the
type of material used, this variation also contributes to the overall variation observed in
pattern allowances. Table 6-5 shows the effect of pattern manufacturing tolerances on
casting dimensional variation and how it contributes to expected pattern allowance
variation. Thus it is seen that as much as 17% of the total allowable casting dimensional
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tolerance can be consumed by allowable variation in pattern dimension, based on pattern
tolerance grade and casting tolerance grade.
Table 6-4: Tolerance for pattern construction [58]
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Table 6-5: Effect of pattern tolerance on expected casting dimensional variations and
pattern allowance variations for a 2 inch casting feature

6.2 Pattern Allowance Variations

The wide range in pattern allowances have been observed for the castings
measured in this study. Table 5-1 through Table 5-3 present a comprehensive summary of
this pattern allowance variation observed for green sand, no-bake and shell castings,
respectively. This data clearly shows that the effects of mold/core parting line on pattern
allowance estimates measured in this study is significantly greater than the effects of
feature size, geometry, restraint, and process variations reported previously by other
researchers in prior Penn State research [1, 5-7]. Similarly the variation in pattern
allowances along the length of casting features is significant and must be incorporated in
pattern allowance prediction models.
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6.2.1 Trends in Pattern Allowance Variation - Molding Process & Parting Line

Molding process had a noticeable effect on the pattern allowance variations
observed within casting features. For features not crossing the mold parting line the
variation in effective pattern allowance due to process variation was observed to be
higher in green sand castings. For casting features crossing the mold parting line, features
made in shell molds also tend to have higher pattern allowance variations. The mean
pattern allowance values and the variance in average pattern allowance variations within
measurements (average of rangePAm) for all features are summarized in Table 6-6.
Table 6-6: Average pattern allowance variation within feature measurements – (average
of rangePAm) – demonstrating the effect of process variation*

*All restraint types included
Mean pattern allowance values are strongly affected by parting line. Features
crossing the parting line have higher values of pattern allowances and a larger variance in
pattern allowance variation within measurements. The increased variation in pattern
allowance values due to primarily the higher measurement system error associated with
these “constructed pattern dimensions” created from separate measurements made of both
sides of the pattern plates. In addition, variations in mold assembly across the parting line
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also contribute to increased pattern allowance variations for features crossing the parting
line.

6.2.2 Geometry and Parting Line

The mean values and the variance of the range of average pattern allowance
variations of measurement within a feature (range of avgPAm) across all the different
casting designs, differentiated by features that cross the mold parting line, are give in
Table 6-7 . The variation in pattern allowance due to feature geometry is consistent for
both the features not crossing the mold parting line and for features that do not cross the
mold parting line.
Table 6-7: Pattern allowance variation of measurement averages – (range of avgPAm) –
Showing the effect of feature geometry*

*All restraint types included
On average about 1.00% of the pattern allowance change within a feature is due
to geometry. This is significant as shown previously in Section 6.1, because a 1.00%
change in pattern allowance, can consume up to 45% of allowable dimensional variability
for a 6 in feature and the entire part dimensional tolerance range for a 16 in feature with a
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CT10 tolerance grade. Figure 6-5 shows the effect of slenderness ratio, given by Eq. 6.3
on the variation in pattern allowance along the length of a feature;
Slenderness ratio = Feature Length
Feature Size

6.3

It is observed that the amount of variation due to geometry increases as the
slenderness ratio of a feature increases. Table 6-8 gives the slopes of the trend lines, as
pattern allowance slenderness coefficient that can be used to estimate the amount of
variation due to the slenderness of a feature. For example, for a 1.0 in shell casting
feature that is 4.0 in long, not across the parting line; the slenderness ratio will have a
value 4. Thus using the estimated PA slenderness coefficient of 0.0041, from Table 6-8,
the estimated variation in pattern allowance along the length of the feature would be
0.0041*4*100 = +1.64%.
Table 6-8: Pattern allowance slenderness coefficient to estimate pattern allowance
variation based on slenderness ratio*

Patten Allowance range = +PA slenderness coefficient *Slenderness ratio
*All restraint types included
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Not across the parting line

Across the parting line

Figure 6-5: Effect of feature slenderness on pattern allowance variation [range of
avgPAm] for green sand, no-bake, and shell casting features.*
* All restraint types included
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6.2.3 Pattern Allowance and Solidification Time

From Chapter 5 it is observed that the relative solidification time (relative section
modulus) has an effect on pattern allowance. To evaluate effect of solidification time on
pattern allowance for the avgPAf vs. normalized feature solidification time is shown for
features with a range of avgPAm greater than 1.00%, see Figure 6-6, Figure 6-7, and
Figure 6-8. The solidification order within a given feature geometry affects the average
pattern allowance values observed along the length of the feature. Thus it is estimated
that, the section of a feature having higher modulus (larger solidification times) exhibits
lower solid –solid shrinkage as indicated by lower pattern allowance values. Similarly,
the features with smaller modulus (shorter solidification times) exhibit higher solid-solid
shrinkage. This trend is more prominent for partially and fully restraint features than for
unrestrained features.
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Green sand–NPL

Green sand-PL

Figure 6-6: Effect of solidification time on average pattern allowance values (avgPAm)
for green sand casting (only features having range of avgPAm > 1.0%)
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No-bake-NPL

No-bake-PL

Figure 6-7: Effect of solidification time on average pattern allowance values (avgPAm)
for no-bake castings (features having a range of avgPAm > 1.0%)
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Shell-NPL

Shell-PL

Figure 6-8: Effect of solidification time on average pattern allowance values (avgPAm)
for shell castings (features having a range of avgPAm > 1.0%)
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6.3 Pattern Dimension Prediction Models - GDPA

Multiple regression models have been constructed to estimate pattern dimensions.
These models improve upon previously developed models [4, 34] by including the
casting feature size, normalized solidification time and degree of restraint. Eighteen
unique regression models are developed based on three molding process and three
restraint types for features that cross and do not cross parting lines. These models do not
predict pattern allowance estimates; instead, they predict the appropriate pattern
dimension for a given casting feature dimension. Predicted pattern dimensions from these
models can then be easily used to calculate pattern allowance estimates using Eq 2.3.
Using the data splitting method described in Chapter 4, multiple linear regression
models were fitted to the data. A sample Minitab output for regression analysis for green
sand casting feature is shown in Figure 6-9. The suffix ‘_1’ indicates the estimation data
set parameters obtained after randomized data splitting. The model parameters are as
follows;
P_1 = Pattern dimension
C_1 = Casting dimension
R_1 = Restraint
Ts_1 = Normalized solidification time
The residual plots of standardized errors were taken to ensure that the errors are random
and normally distributed, and there are no outliers in the data. A sample of the same is
shown in Figure 6-10 and Figure 6-11. Figure 6-12 shows the result of the AndersonDarling goodness of fit test for the residuals.
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Figure 6-9: Minitab® outputs for sample regression run for partially restrained features
of green sand casting features not crossing the mold parting line.

Figure 6-10: Sample output for residuals of the regression model
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Figure 6-11: Normal probability plot for residuals of the regression model

Figure 6-12: Normality test for the residuals – Anderson Darling test
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Figure 6-13 through Figure 6-19 show the regression analysis output from
Minitab® to fit a model to each of the datasets (18 datasets). No predictive models could
be developed for fully restrained features crossing the mold parting line made in green
sand molds due to insufficient data. It was observed that for several of the models the pvalues associated with some predictors were higher than the level of significance chosen
α = 0.05, indicating that those variables were only marginally significant in the pattern
allowance prediction models. As the size of the dataset is small, ten different models
were fit to each of the dataset. Their inclusion in the final prediction model is justified
because of the small size of many of the split-datasets. Re-analysis of the data after “rerandomization of the data order” resulted in predictors that were shown to be
insignificant in earlier runs to be significant in subsequent runs. Hence, in order to get a
robust model based on the limited available data in the data subsets, averages of the
coefficients obtained from the ten regression runs were taken and the predictors that
showed significant in more than seven runs were included in the final model.
The R2 values for all the regression models were greater than or equal to 99%. R2
is called as the multiple coefficient of determination and represents the fraction of the
sample variation of the y-values (predicted variable, in this case ‘P’) that is explained by
the regression model. Values closer to 1 are desirable and are usually described as a
percentage. All the models have a generic form given by Eq. 6.4 and are presented in
Table 6-9.
P = β1C + β2R + β3Ts

where,

6.4
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P

= Pattern dimension (in)

C

= Casting dimension (in)

R

= Degree of restraint

Ts

= Normalized solidification time

β1, β2, β3

= Coefficients for C, R, and Ts respectively
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Figure 6-13: Minitab® outputs for multiple regression analysis for green sand casting
features not crossing the mold parting line.
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Figure 6-14: Minitab® outputs for multiple regression analysis for green sand casting
features crossing the mold parting line.
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Figure 6-15: Minitab® outputs for multiple regression analysis for no-bake casting
features not crossing the mold parting line.
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Figure 6-16: Minitab® outputs for multiple regression analysis for no-bake casting
features crossing the mold parting line.
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Figure 6-17: Minitab® outputs for multiple regression analysis for fully restrained
features, restrained by resin core for no-bake and green sand castings
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Figure 6-18: Minitab® outputs for multiple regression analysis for shell casting features
not crossing the mold parting line.
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Figure 6-19: Minitab® outputs for multiple regression analysis for shell casting features
crossing the mold parting line.
The predictive equations indicate that the restraint term is significant in all of the
models except for the fully restrained features of shell castings and fully or partially
restrained features of green sand castings not crossing the mold parting line. When the
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green sand fully restrained features made with resin bonded core were included with the
fully restrained features of no-bake casting made in resin bonded sand, the restraint factor
was significant. Thus the model that includes fully restrained (core restrained) features
for green sand and no-bake castings should be used to predict the pattern (core box)
dimensions.
The solidification time (modulus) term was not significant for green partially
restrained features crossing the mold parting line and for no-bake or shell fully and
partially restrained features that do not cross the mold parting line. Fully restrained green
sand and no-bake features formed by cores show solidification time as a significant factor
in pattern allowance prediction. Partially restrained features are less important because
they are typically not used for pattern construction, whereas unrestrained and fully
restrained pattern estimates are used. Thus the models predicting unrestrained and fully
restrained pattern allowance estimates should be used instead of partially restrained
pattern allowance estimates.
Table 6-9 shows the resulting pattern prediction models for low alloy steel
castings made by green sand, no-bake and shell molding processes. This is the first-ever
model that gives predictive equations for features that cross the mold parting line. Single
model is developed by using indicator variables to give a comprehensive model.
Minitab® output for the model with indicator variables is given in Figure 6-20. Either of
the models can be used to predict pattern dimensions.
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Table 6-9: Pattern prediction models for low alloy steel castings (units in inches)

Figure 6-20: Comprehensive pattern allowance model with indicator variables
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Eq. 6.5 can be used to obtain pattern dimensions based on molding process,
restraint type and whether the feature crosses the mold parting line.

6.5

For example, 8.9565 inch green sand, fully restrained feature not across the parting line,
with restraint of 0.8 and normalized solidification time of 0.67 the pattern dimension
comparison is given in Table 6-10.
Table 6-10: Sample comparison of model output
Pattern
[in]
Actual
Individual Model (Table 6.9)
Comprehensive Model (Eq 6.5)

Dimension
9.094
9.037
9.125

6.4 Pattern Prediction Model Validation

The pattern prediction models were validated using two different methods. First,
the remainder of the data after data splitting was used to evaluate the regression models
for errors in prediction. Currently used model [Legacy] using only casting feature size as
a predictor (the current state of the art for pattern allowance prediction) is compared to
the geometry dependent PA [GDPA] model that includes casting feature size, restraint,
and normalized solidification time for pattern dimension prediction. This is not true
“validation”, but gives an important indication of the improvements in pattern allowance
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prediction that are possible. Secondly, errors in pattern allowance prediction were
compared to two test production castings, which were build using 2D model pattern
allowances – a true validation test.

6.4.1 Model Comparison – Legacy vs. GDPA

Table 6-11 shows global usefulness results of the multiple regression models
developed in the study (more than one predictor). Usefulness was evaluated by analyzing
the variance F-test (ANOVA – p value < 0.05) for the reduced model for pattern
prediction using only casting size as predictor variable and comparing it to the full model
that uses casting size, degree of restraint, and normalized solidification time.
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Table 6-11: Results of analysis of variance F-test ( p< 0.05 ) comparing legacy model
prediction to GDPA model prediction

Except for green sand partially restrained features not crossing the mold parting
line and shell fully restrained features crossing the mold parting line, all of the
multifactor models significantly improved the model fit. The mean error values were
significantly closer to zero for all of the other models. Table 6-12 shows the percentage
reduction in prediction error for the models developed in the study.
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Table 6-12: Percentage reduction in prediction error variance for GDPA pattern
prediction model as compared to legacy models using only casting size.

6.4.2 Model Validation with Additional Test Castings

To validate the current pattern allowance models, pattern estimates were used to
calculate suggested pattern allowance values, which were subsequently compared to the
actual observed pattern allowance values for two green sand castings made in the same
foundry. Historically, first article dimensional conformance for castings built using
conventional shrink rules has been approximately 50% for this foundry [20]. Pattern
allowance advisor (PAmodel-Legacy) values were used to construct some of the pattern
dimensions and standard pattern allowance (2.08%) for rest of the dimension for test
Casting 1 and all of the dimensions for test Casting 2 [20] . Casting 1 is similar to green
sand casting “G”, and Casting 2 is a small angular bracket. A 30% improvement in first
article casting dimensional conformance was achieved using pattern dimensions
recommended by the Pattern Allowance Advisor. Table 6-13 and Table 6-14 give the
comparison of pattern allowance values for actual observed pattern allowance with
respect to pattern allowance advisor values (PAmodel-Legacy) and new pattern
allowance values (PAmodel-GDPA) calculated from recommended pattern dimensions,
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for Casting 1 and Casting 2, respectively. Error 1 is the absolute error in predicting
pattern allowance values by the pattern allowance advisor or standard pattern allowance,
and Error 2 is the absolute error in predicting pattern allowance values by the model
developed in this research. Figure 6-21 and Figure 6-22 give the pattern allowance error
comparison plots for Casting 1 and Casting 2 respectively.
Table 6-13: Pattern allowance error comparison - Casting 1

Normalized solidification time values were determined based on feature modulus.
Ts values are anchored 1.0 for average pattern allowance value. Thus a value for Ts equal
to 1.0 was used for most of the features. For features influenced by higher modulus a
value of 1.5 was used, and for those influenced by lower modulus a value of 0.5 was
used.
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Pattern allowance error comparison – Casting 1

Figure 6-21: Comparison of pattern allowance errors – Casting 1
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Table 6-14: Pattern allowance error comparison - Casting 2

Pattern allowance error comparison – Casting 2

Figure 6-22: Comparison of pattern allowance errors –Casting 2

It is observed that 85% of the features of Casting 1 and 79% features of Casting 2
had improvements in pattern allowance estimates as a result of using the pattern
prediction model developed in this research. Six features on Casting 1 and 4 features on
Casting 2 had pattern allowance error values greater than 2.0% when the new pattern
allowance model was used. On average, there was 21% improvement in error with
respect to the legacy PAmodel and 36% improvement in error with respect to the
standard pattern allowance model for Casting 1 and 32% improvement in error with
respect to the legacy PAmodel while predicting pattern allowance values using the GDPA
PAmodel. This indicates better predicting capabilities of the pattern allowance model
developed in the research.

Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Directions

This study was the first of its kind to develop guidelines to predict pattern
allowances based on feature geometry for low alloy steel castings made in green sand,
no-bake and shell molds in a comprehensive and a robust manner. Exhaustive data
collection and analysis was done to evaluate significant casting geometry factors that
affect pattern allowances. An empirical model was developed and validated to predict
steel casting pattern dimensions based on feature type, feature size, feature length, degree
of restraint and feature solidification order (modulus). The pattern allowance model is
able to predict pattern allowances for even features crossing the mold parting line.
Conclusions were made from the analysis of the pattern allowance data as given in
Section 7.1. Section 7.2 lists some of the important contribution of this research. Future
research could potentially address some of the complex factors that affect pattern
allowance variations in steel castings unexplained by the current model, see Section 7.3.

7.1 Conclusions

This study of the nature and causes of dimensional errors in steel castings has
quantified the impact of casting geometry and process variables on one of the major
components of dimensional error, namely, pattern allowance. The following conclusions
can be made as a result of this research:
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•

Pattern allowance values calculated using Eq. 2.3 demonstrated large inter-feature
and intra-feature variations. This variability increased as the casting feature size
decreased.

•

The most commonly used pattern allowance of 2.08% is woefully inadequate in
predicting the final dimensions of sand cast features. Pattern allowances measured in
this study ranged from -8.0% to 13.0%.

•

Measurement system errors can significantly confound any attempts at characterizing
the pattern allowances. These measurement errors should be quantified and controlled
within specified limits (tighter for pattern prediction/construction) before any
dimensional data is collected or any decisions based on previously collected
dimensional data are made.

•

Higher pattern allowance variation is observed in features of a casting made in green
sand, followed by no-bake and shell, respectively, for similar size features.

•

Fully restrained features demonstrate a larger pattern allowance variation than
partially restrained or unrestrained features. This can be attributed to the complex
mold-metal interaction common in fully restrained features.

•

Pattern allowance values are dependant on molding method, restraint type, degree of
restraint, feature slenderness, feature modulus and parting line location.

•

Pattern allowance increases as the mold / core restraint decreases.

•

Features crossing the mold parting line show similar within-feature pattern allowance
variations but have much lower nominal pattern allowance values that are usually
negative.
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•

Feature geometry has a great effect on the pattern allowance. Within a given feature,
the pattern allowance can vary along its feature length by 3.0%. On average, the
variation due to the effect of geometry was found to have a larger effect than the
variation due to process.

•

Amount of variation due to geometry increases as the slenderness ratio of a feature
increases.

•

There is a significant effect of heat treatment on the casting dimensions and the
effective the pattern allowance values. There was an average (0.61%) increase in the
pattern allowance indicating that most features shrink further after heat treatment.

•

Pattern allowances can vary somewhat from foundry to foundry for same casting;
however, the geometry-dependent trends in pattern allowance were consistant from
foundry to foundry.
Pattern and corresponding casting values, along with degree of restraint and

feature solidification time were used to predict pattern dimensions. Following
conclusions can be drawn with respect to pattern allowances model
•

On average, the pattern allowance values increase with decreasing normalized
solidification time, thus indicating that sections with higher modulus show less
shrinkage.

•

Unrestrained features show higher rate of change in pattern allowance due to the
effect of solidification followed by partially and fully restrained features.

•

The model predicts pattern allowance estimates better than the current pattern
allowance advisor (state of the art).
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7.2 Contributions

The pattern prediction models developed in this research will decrease lead time
by reducing the number of iterations that a foundry must go through in order to produce
an acceptable pattern. The empirical analysis models developed could be employed and
analyzed for any other molded materials that undergo dimensional change upon
solidification similar to steel but use a different shrink factor. A robust feature
characterization scheme has been developed that enables the effects of complex feature
geometry to be quantified. This scheme is critical to the success of the predictive models
developed to predict the pattern allowance.
This thesis provides insights into the effect of heat treatment. Currently, several
software programs available can simulate the filling of a casting and solidification to help
prevent the formation of various defects. There is no software capable of accurately
predicting the shrinkage of castings. This thesis provides a direction for the future
simulation modelers who shall develop the software’s to simulate complete casting
process and dimensional analysis. Also in the course of developing the software, it would
need to be validated by experimental data. Software developers could use the results of
this study (dimensional data, 2D scans, 3D solid models with risers) to validate their
programs.

7.3 Future Work

The pattern allowance prediction models that have been developed in this study
are based on data collected in two production steel casting plants. More data collection
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along similar lines is needed to increase the robustness of the pattern allowance model.
This can provide the steel casting industry with an objective evaluation of its overall
dimensional capabilities. As a result, improved pattern allowance guidelines and revised
dimensional tolerance standards could be developed that would improve the
competitiveness of the steel casting industry. The extension of this work to castings other
than steel castings needs to be investigated as well.
The pattern allowance models developed in this research considers some of the
simple feature geometries (features formed by flat surfaces) of a casting. Because casting
geometry is complex and one of the most important factor’s influencing the pattern
allowance prediction, further study is needed. Geometric features formed by arcs, curved
surfaces, conics etc. need to be investigated and shrinkage behavior for such geometries
need to be modeled and quantified. Also pattern allowance models predicting angular
dimensions needs to be developed.
Future work is required to understand the mold dynamics impacting pattern
allowance prediction more completely and to understand the pattern allowances that must
be employed for features that cross mold parting lines and other complex mold-core
casting features. The effect of heat treatment also needs to be incorporated into the
pattern allowance model, even though this may be difficult to do.
In the near future self-learning models have the potential to be effectively used for
pattern allowance prediction. Simple artificial intelligence methods such as weighted
average methods may be used to “customize” the pattern allowance prediction models to
each particular foundry operating conditions.
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Future work needs to be done in bridging the gap from 2D to 3D pattern
allowance models. Because the metal actually solidifies volumetrically there are
challenges in expressing and using 2D and 2 ½D pattern allowance models. However,
even with today’s numerical analysis tools and the tools for solid modeling, it remains a
challenge to develop robust ways to work in a 3D pattern allowance prediction world. It
is not yet possible to move seamlessly from the 2D inspection world to the 3D solid
modeling world and back as we try to engineer rather than reverse engineer casting
dimensions.
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Appendix A
Sample Gage R&R report

Figure A-1 gives a sample Gage R&R report

Figure A-1: Gage R&R report for feature G_G_PR_NPL_26

Appendix B
Extracting Dimensional Data from Casting and Pattern Scans

B.1 Pattern Geometry

Figure B-1: Cope pattern – Risers and gating system

Figure B-2: Drag pattern – Runners and gating system
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B.2 Casting and pattern dimensional data – 2D scans

The castings were scanned by Articulated arm CMM [FaroArm®] using a 6 mm
diameter probe ball. Also corresponding scans were done on the patterns and core boxes.
Each casting and corresponding tooling [pattern & core-box] was scanned three times.
The patterns were scanned to acquire the geometry information pertaining to the
dimensional data for the castings. The scans were carried out by first marking the
scanning path by means of a marker and then tracing the pre marked path by the probe.
Care was taken that the patterns and core boxes were scanned at the same locations as the
corresponding castings so that the draft applied will not affect the accuracy of the
measurements. Figure B-3 through Figure B-8 show the images of the castings and
patterns used to acquire the geometries and their corresponding scans.
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Figure B-3: Casting with scanning paths marked with yellow marker
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Figure B-4: 2-D scans produced by FaroArm® showing 2-D views of the casting
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Figure B-5: Cope pattern with scanning paths marked
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Figure B-6: 2-D scans showing 2-D views of cope pattern
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Figure B-7: Drag pattern with scanning paths marked
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Figure B-8: 2-D scans showing 2-D views of drag pattern

B.3 Methodology

The data collection was done by scanning a particular dimension on the casting
and respectively scanning that dimension on the corresponding pattern and/or core-box.
The feature dimensions are measured on both the castings and the pattern/core-box scans
to obtain the observed shrinkage (Pattern Allowance).The measured dimensions are
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classified into 3 broad categories for the purpose of analysis: Fully Restrained, Partially
Restrained and Unrestrained.

Calculation of the pattern allowances:

Abbreviations used
AHT – After Heat Treatment
BHT – Before Heat Treatment
Pos – Position of Measurement on casting and patterns with respect to origin
AHC– After Heat treatment Casting
BHC – Before Heat treatment Casting
CP – Cope Pattern
DP – Drag Pattern
PA – Pattern Allowance
Pro-Cap – Process capability
The formulas used for calculating the pattern allowances are as follows:
Pattern = Average of the 3 scans taken on the respective halves of the pattern
Pattern Total = Sum of the two pattern dimensions = cope + drag
Min Pattern Allowance on AHT/BHT castings =

(Pattern Total – (Maximum Value of the 5 AHT/BHT castings))
Pattern Total
Max Pattern Allowance on AHT/BHT castings =

(Pattern Total – (Minimum Value of the 5 AHT/BHT castings))
Pattern Total
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Average Pattern Allowance on AHT/BHT castings =

(Pattern Total – (Sum of all 5 AHT/BHT castings - Maximum Value of the 5 AHT/BHT
castings - Minimum Value of the 5 AHT/BHT castings))
Pattern Total

Example

Figure B-9: Measurement of feature dimension E_GR_PR_NPL_17
Feature nomenclature
Each feature in this study is named in the following format.
Casting_Molding Process_Restraint type_Parting line_Feature number
Casting – A- H
Molding process – G, N, S [Green sand, No-bake and Shell respectively]
Restraint type – FR, PR, UR [Fully, partially and unrestrained respectively]
Parting Line – NPL, PL [Not across and across parting line respectively]
Feature number – 1- 36
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For analyzing the pattern allowance, the dimensional data pertaining to both pattern and
castings need to be extracted from the scans. The following method was used to obtain
the dimensional data. As seen in Figure B-9, dimension ‘17’ is to be measured. This
dimension is measured at 1 in intervals along the X-axis to get a fairly dense number of
measurements. Similar measurements are done on the corresponding 2-D views of the
pattern and/or core-box. All these readings are tabulated as shown in Table B-1 and
Table B-2.
Table B-1: Casting data for dimension E_GR_PR_NPL_17
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Table B-2: Pattern data for dimension E_GR_PR_NPL_17

As shown in the Table B-1 the position [Pos] indicates the distance from a reference
coordinate system of the casting at which the said dimension is measured. This is done so
that the pattern allowances over the length of casting can be visualized and analyzed. The
AHC1 which represents dimension of the first heat treated casting is the average of the
five readings obtained from three separate scans. AHC1-AHC5 represents the 5 castings
of green sand casting E that were scanned. Similarly with the BHC1-BHC5, the only
difference being these castings are scanned before being heat treated [as cast].As shown
in Table B-3 the Min and Max correspond to the minimum and maximum pattern
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allowances respectively, which are calculated for each before and after heat treated
casting. This gives us a range of variation of pattern allowance for a particular dimension.
Also the average pattern allowance [Avg] is calculated which is used for further analysis.
The average pattern allowances are plotted against the length of the feature as shown in
Figure B-10

Table B-3: Pattern allowance and process capability for dimension E_GR_PR_NPL_17
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Figure B-10: Pattern allowance variation for dimension E_G_PR_NPL_17
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Appendix C
Example of Technical Data Package –Green Sand casting-G

This appendix presents a detail technical data for one of the castings used in the study
(Green-G). The technical data for remainder of the 17 castings evaluated in the study is
available in electronic format which can be made available upon request. Table C-1 gives
the casting and molding details for casting G.

Table C-1: Casting details for casting green-G
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Figure C-1 shows the images of casting, patterns and core boxes for this casting.
Figure C-2 shows an electronic image of casting design file. This solid model for the
casting was developed from the 2-D drawing file generated during casting dimensional
inspection. All though it does not contain all of the detail features of the casting (corners,
radii, etc.), it does include the major dimensions that were a focus of this study.

Figure C-1: Casting Green – G: Casting, pattern, and core-box images
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Figure C-2: Casting green-G casting drawing [ AutoCad® file] and solid model [pro-e]
Figure C-3 shows the casting scans with measurement location marked for 5
castings which were scanned 3 times before and after heat treatment. It also shows the
pattern and core-box scans for the corresponding measurement locations. The casting
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dimensional data which was extracted from these scans is more fully explained in
Appendix B.

Figure C-3: Casting green-G casting, pattern and core-box scans with measurement
locations [AutoCad® file]
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Figure C-4 illustrates the specific features for which the dimensional data was
extracted.

Figure C-4: Casting green-G feature nomenclature for scanned features
Table C-2 and Table C-3 give the complete casting dimensional data for 5
castings of green- G, extracted from the casting scans. Table C-4 and Table C-5 give the
dimensional data extracted from the corresponding pattern and core-box scans.
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Table C-2: Casting green-G feature dimensions – before and after heat treatment [features
26, 27, 28, and 29]
Before heat treatment

After heat treatment
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Table C-3: Casting green-G feature dimensions – before and after heat treatment
[features 30, 31, and 32]
Before heat treatment

After heat treatment
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Table C-4: Casting green-G pattern and core dimensions [features 26, 27, 28, and 29]
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Table C-5: Casting green-G pattern and core dimensions [features 30, 31, and 32]

Table C-6 presents a sample data for feature 26, giving some of the descriptive
statistics calculated from the measurement data.
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Table C-6: Average dimensional values of casting and pattern dimensions for feature 26
of casting green-G including pattern allowance average, min and max values, tolerance,
process capability and Gage R&R values.

Pattern allowance values

Appendix D
Solidification Time Calculation – SolidCast® Simulation

Step 1: Create solid model for the casting design using Pro-e Figure Figure D-1

Figure D-1: Step 1 – Solid model [ Part Nb-E]
Step 2: Create risers and save the file in STL file format Figure D-2

Figure D-2: Step 2 – Casting with risers
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Step 3: Import STL file into SolidCast® Figure D-3

Figure D-3: Step 3 – STL file imported into SolidCast®

Step 4: Set simulation parameters and create the mesh Figure D-4, Figure D-5 and

Figure D-6.
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Figure D-4: Step 4 – Material properties

Figure D-5: Step 4 – Mold properties
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Figure D-6: Step 4 – Mesh details

Step 5: Run simulation with 100% riser and casting condition and calculate solidification

time using cutting planes Figure D-7.

Figure D-7: Step 5 – Example of solidification time profile - XY cutting plane
Step 6: Record solidification time corresponding to casting feature measurements.
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Table D-1 gives the observed solidification time and the normalized solidification time
for the different features of no-bake casting Nb-E.
Table D-1: Solidification time dataset for casting Nb-E.
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Appendix E
Casting Images

Figure E-1: Green sand casting A, B, & C
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Figure E-2: Green sand castings D, E, F, G,&H
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Figure E-3: No-bake castings –A, B, C, D, E, F, & G
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Figure E-4: Shell castings –A, B, C, & D
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